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Abstract

With the invention of organic electronics, a new class of materials needed to be explored and suitable applications found. The use as semiconductors in many different devices has been explored, where photovoltaics, light-emitting diodes and field-effect transistors have been prominent. For most applications the organic semiconductors have some advantages when compared to their inorganic counterpart, such as molecular design variability, solution processing and flexible mechanical properties. These advantages are quickly making organic semiconductors an interesting alternative in a wide variety of fields.

Organic photovoltaics (OPV) have developed rapidly the last decade and is currently close to being commercially viable for niche applications. There are still some problems to overcome, however, such as device lifetimes, upscaling to large scale production and preferably a higher power conversion efficiency (PCE) as well. A major disadvantage is the use of toxic and environmentally negative solvents during processing. With the rapid rise of OPVs with polymeric donor and acceptors, so called all-polymer solar cells (all-PSC), some old assumptions about the devices are not valid anymore. Rational design of molecules can be used to achieve desired molecular properties in an attempt to overcome these problems.

To address these problems, side chain modification of conventional conjugated polymers was used to produce several series of functional polymers. A set of fluorene-based polymers with polar side chain pendant groups was used as alcohol-soluble cathode interfacial layers. This study managed to prove design principles previously used for polymer:fullerene based solar cells are still valid for all-PSCs. A separate set of polymers, based on isoindigo, included thermocleavable side chains in an effort to address the inherently unstable bulk-heterojunction structures between polymers and fullerenes. This series of polymers managed to show almost complete stabilization of the blend films upon thermal treatment.

In parallel with the developing OPV field, similar conjugated polymers have shown dramatic electrochromism, meaning they change color when an electrical field is applied over them. This peculiar property has possible uses in devices which could either switch between absorbing and transmitting such as windows or sunglasses, or switch between non-emissive coloration and transparent, useful in displays with energy consumption restrictions. The polymers used for organic electrochromics (OEC) need to show a large degree of electrochromic contrast, fast switching speeds and electrochemical stability. These two fields will be treated in this thesis with a focus on design and synthesis of functional polymers to solve the problems and material requirements for their future successful application.

Keywords: all-polymer solar cells, conjugated polymers, electrochromic polymers, organic electronics, polymer solar cells, side chain engineering
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1. Introduction

1.1. Aim and Outline of the Thesis

This thesis will treat the synthesis and characterization of a wide array of conjugated polymers used in various organic electronics applications, mainly photovoltaics and electrochromics. A recurring theme will be the modification of side chains, instead of just the polymer backbones. Initially a general background to organic semiconductors will be presented with a focus on the history and theory of conjugated polymers. This is followed by a more theoretical section discussing the properties of conjugated polymers, how the structures can be modified to change their properties and lastly how to synthesize and characterize them. The following chapter introduced some core concepts of organic photovoltaics, which is been a main focus area of the thesis. A background to the purpose of the field of organic photovoltaics will be presented followed by an introduction to the working mechanism, as well as a description of the device structure and figures of merit. This chapter contains the necessary knowledge needed for the following chapters.

In chapter 3 and 4 Paper II and Paper III will be presented, respectively. The first one treats the production of alcohol-soluble cathode interfacial layer polymers used in all-polymer solar cell devices with good effect. It will in detail describe the interface between the active layer and the electrodes in devices and show the synthesis, characterization and performance of the produced polymers. Chapter 4 will treat the content of an unpublished manuscript in which a series of seven polymers bearing tertiary amine pendant groups aimed for the active layer will be presented. While the polymers are similar to the preceding chapter, their application is different. After the focus on organic photovoltaics, chapter 5 will introduce the concept of organic electrochromics. This is the field of materials with color changes associated with changes in external potential. The materials are closely related to the conjugated polymers used in photovoltaics and sometimes the material produced for one application performs better in the other. The differences in desired properties will also be discussed. After the necessary background has been presented in chapter 5, chapter 6 will present the work in Paper IV and Paper V. These papers contain the synthesis and characterization of two sets of polymers for electrochromic applications. The first consists of four polymers based on the IDTT-block and the last polymer is based on anthraquinone.
Chapter 7, the last chapter, treats the first Paper I. This counterintuitive ordering is because it fits into neither of the previous sections, or possibly both. It presents the synthesis and extensive characterization of a series of isoindigo-based polymers with an increasing content of cleavable side-chains. Since the polymers were applied in neither solar cells nor electrochromics, but could be relevant in both, it was placed after the other chapters last.

The final chapter contains some conclusions drawn from this research, a general view of the present position of the fields discussed and outlook for the future.

1.2. A Brief History of Organic Semiconductors

The development of organic semiconductors started with the work of Heeger, MacDiarmid and Shirakawa, for which they shared the Nobel Prize in Chemistry year 2000.[1] In their original paper from 1977, they present the dramatically increased conductivity of polyacetylenes by halogen doping, which was followed by a large amount of publications.[2-3] In 1984, the same group managed to make a conjugated polymer with a narrow band gap with the use of the lower energy resonance quinoidal structure to reach a narrower band gap.[4] The understanding of the band gap-narrowing effect of the quinoidal resonance structure came from calculations by Brédas two years later, who produced good agreement between experimental and calculated band gap values when comparing poly(thiophene) to poly(isothianaphtalene).[5] They also predicted that even lower band gaps could be reached with intermediate aromatic-quinoidal structure, leading to copolymers with alternating aromatic and quinoidal structures.[6] A different approach to achieve a smaller band gap was to include a “push-pull” structure with electron rich thiophene units and electron poor pyridine units in a copolymer.[7] Further studies by Havinga et al. managed to produce polymers with remarkably small band gaps of around 0.5 eV.[8-9] This was then used as a design tool to customize the optical or electrochemical properties of polymers and to further improve the understanding of the new class of material.[10-11] In the 1990s, knowledge of organic semiconductor had progressed enough for investigations into semiconductor applications starting to show up. This was the beginning of organic electronics such as photovoltaics, transistors, photodetectors, light-emitting diodes, applications where inorganic materials dominated.

Organic Solar Cells

The first organic solar cells used one-component active layers, which yielded small photocurrents, but in 1986, Tang made a bilayer device with energy level offset, which gave
significantly improved performance.\textsuperscript{[12]} This was later explained by the energy level differences creating a driving force for charge separation of excitons. In 1992, the extremely fast photoinduced electron transfer from an excited conducting polymer to fullerene was shown.\textsuperscript{[13]} The interest in fullerenes as electron acceptor molecule was large, but the limited solubility was a problem. By introducing the chemically modified fullerene derivative phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM), the solubility issue was significantly improved in 1995.\textsuperscript{[14]} Later the same year, PCBM was successfully used in blends with conducting polymers.\textsuperscript{[15]} Blends of poly(2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene (MEH-PPV) with PCBM were used in organic solar cells with a PCE of 2.9\%, which at the time was an incredible improvement compared to earlier pure MEH-PPV based polymer solar cells (PSC). The improvement is mainly attributed to the charge separation in the blend and a “bicontinuous network of internal donor-acceptor heterojunctions”, introducing the bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) which quickly became the almost universally used active layer morphology. In 2005, new record OPV devices of 4 - 5\% were produced with the use of greatly improved understanding of the morphology of the BHJ systems.\textsuperscript{[16-17]} These rapid advances have led to new records in performance almost every year, and single junction solar cells reached 13\% in 2017, with a current record of over 14\% PCE.\textsuperscript{[18-19]} They are expected to soon reach over 15\%, and possibly 20\% within a few years.\textsuperscript{[20-21]} This is quickly approaching what people calculated as a soft maximum efficiency just a few years ago, and means the structures are rapidly approaching commercial viability with calculated energy payback times (EPBT) of just days.\textsuperscript{[22-25]}

Other applications

In parallel with the development of OPVs, the field of organic light-emitting diodes (OLED) was developing. OLEDs have not been the focus of this thesis, but will be referenced occasionally and require an introduction. The first reports of organic electroluminescence was in the 1960s,\textsuperscript{[26-27]} but the large advancements came later. The reports showed that electroluminescence required injection of electrons and holes via electrodes to generate radiative recombination of the charge carriers. A highly influential review article, published by Friend et al. in Nature in 1999, presented the rapid advances in OLED from the 1980s and forward.\textsuperscript{[28]} In 1987, Tang and VanSlyke published a landmark paper where a double-layer organic thin film device showed significant electroluminescence.\textsuperscript{[29]} This led to rapid development in the field, with pioneering works to improve the efficiency of the organic emitters led by Adachi, Tsutsui and Saito.\textsuperscript{[30]} The use of conjugated polymers in OLEDs was proposed by Burroughes et al. in 1990.\textsuperscript{[31]} OLEDs are the most commercially successful
application for organic semiconductors today, with plenty finished consumer products such as monitors in TVs and smartphones containing OLED technology.

The growing research into organic electronics made major advancements for other applications as well, such as organic molecules in transistors, and photodiodes, and the field of organic electrochromics, which will be further discussed in chapter 5 & 6. A common theme for the interest in the organic electronics, which directly competes with more mature technology based on inorganic compounds, is their lightness, flexibility, ease of processing and relative price advantage.

1.3. Properties and Molecular Design of Conjugated Polymers

A semiconducting compound is one which requires excitation to conduct a charge. The energy required to excite the semiconductor is called the band gap ($E_g$). The $E_g$ of a polymer is the most fundamental property that governs its use as a semiconductor and corresponds to the difference between the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band, the polymer’s ionization energy (IP) and electron affinity (EA). The relationship of these factors are summarized in an energy level diagram in Figure 1.1. A conducting material has overlapping levels of IP and EA, which means they do not have a band gap, resulting in a ground state conduction. Insulators, on the other hand, possess a very large band gap making the transition require very high energies. The lowest energy required for a photon to excite an electron in the molecule from the ground state ($S_0$) to the lowest singlet state ($S_1$) is called the optical band gap ($E_{opt}$) and is generally smaller than the $E_g$ due to electrostatic interaction between the electron and the electron hole, together called an exciton. The difference between $E_g$ and $E_{opt}$ is called the binding energy ($E_B$) and can be seen as the energy required to separate the exciton.
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Figure 1.1. Energy level diagram illustrating energy levels and band gaps.

The energy levels of the electrons of molecules are generally presented as molecular orbitals. The most relevant energies are the frontier orbitals, i.e. the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The energy levels relative to vacuum position of the HOMO and LUMO levels define how much energy is needed for the material to lose an electron or gain an electron, respectively.

Quinoidal Structure

Conjugated polymers tend to have large band gaps, which needs to be reduced to be used as practical semiconductors. As will be discussed in section 2.2, two primary tools have been developed to reduce the band gap: alternating aromatic and quinoidal units in copolymers and using donor-acceptor structure with push-pull effect. Scheme 1.1 shows examples of the quinoidal resonance structures for three polymers. The quinoidal structure tends to have more delocalized electrons, which gives a more planar structure with smaller bond length difference between the single bonds and double bonds. This effect lowers the band gap, red-shifting the absorption of the polymer.\cite{4} Part of the drastic difference in the band gaps of the three polymers can be ascribed to this effect, where poly(isothianaphtalene) has a very stable quinoidal structure and poly(p-phenylene) an unstable one.

Scheme 1.1. Examples of three aromatic and quinoidal structures.
Donor Acceptor Structure

For conjugated polymers with alternating segments of electron rich and electron deficient substituents (DA), it has been observed that the HOMO-level is mostly affected by donor (D), while LUMO is more affected more by the acceptor (A). One explanation of this effect has been the suggestion that the DA structure gives rise to intramolecular charge transfer within the molecule, increasing the double bond structure of the bonds, stabilizing the quinoidal form of the molecules. An example of this effect is illustrated in Scheme 1.2 together with examples of electron rich and electron deficient substituents.

Another explanation, probably closer to the truth, depends on frontier orbital hybridization. When there is significant orbital overlap between neighboring sp2-hybridized carbons, an orbital hybridization between them forms and electrons can delocalize over the hybrid orbital. An illustration of this using an energy level diagram is shown in Figure 1.2. The acceptor has both HOMO and LUMO levels shifted away from the vacuum energy level relative to the donor. Since the donor contributes more to the HOMO of the hybridized orbital while the acceptor contributes more to the LUMO, the final molecular orbital will have a significantly decreased $E_g$. This is also a slightly simplified view, since a large difference in energy levels between two substituents affect the amount of orbital overlap. The HOMO levels tend to be closer between donors and acceptors, which leads to more delocalized HOMO states over a molecule, while the LUMO is often more localized on the acceptor.
By combining donor and acceptor segments with suitable energy levels, the DA effect is used to tune the HOMO, LUMO and $E_g$ of polymers. The alternating DA motif is the simplest case, and many different combinations of donors and acceptors are used, such as D-A-A, D-A-D or D-A$_1$-D-A$_2$ Donor segments generally include aromatic groups such as phenyls, thiophenes and fused versions of them, such as benzodithiophene, fluorene and carbazole, as shown in Figure 1.2. The electron poor unit contains electron-withdrawing groups and has often been a benzothiadiazole,$^{[41]}$ diketopyrrolopyrrole,$^{[42]}$ or isoindigo.$^{[43-44]}$ Modern materials often include fluorinated acceptor groups, due to the ability to lower both the HOMO and LUMO of a material, positioning them better as acceptor structures.$^{[45]}$

**Effect of backbone planarity**

The orbital overlap is negatively affected by high dihedral angles between the substituents, which reduces conjugation length. This means coplanarity between the substituents lead to higher delocalization and a smaller bandgap. Another factor affecting the conjugation length is the torsion angle along the backbone. Twisting of the backbone reduce the conjugation length by hindering the orbital overlap required. This hinders the narrowing of the band gap which comes with delocalization, leading to a band gap closer to that of the individual monomer and the benefit of polymerization might be smaller, depending on the application. An example of this effect is the previously mentioned polyphenylene, which has repeating units of six-membered phenyls, which give large dihedral angles between the units and consequently a large band gap as well.
Effect of side chains

The side chains of conjugated polymers provide necessary solubility to an otherwise quite insoluble class of molecules. They serve several important functions in the polymer and a critical one is to keep them in solution during polymerization. Since polymers are less soluble than their monomer constituents, a common problem with conjugated polymers with short side chains is precipitation during polymerization. This limits the final molecular weight of the polymer, which is usually undesirable. The design of these side chains vary with the polymer backbone and therefore the optimal side chain can’t be generalized and is hard to predict. Design elements that are commonly used are alkyl chains of different lengths, branched alkyl chains, alkoxy chains, thiophene spacers between the backbone and alkyl chain, and several more.\textsuperscript{[46]} It is also possible to include other functionalities such as highly polar groups or ionized groups,\textsuperscript{[47]} often used in interfacial polymers, cleavable side chains,\textsuperscript{[48]} and crosslinks.\textsuperscript{[49]} Since they don’t directly affect the backbone properties, it is a suitable place to functionalize a polymer.

1.4. Synthesis of Conjugated Polymers

Increasing the amount of repeating units in a conjugated polymer increases the conjugation length over the backbone. This tends to reduce the band gap as well up to at least about ten repeating units.\textsuperscript{[39,50-51]} For this reason, the polymerization reaction is critical to produce conjugated polymers. Luckily, the synthesis of conjugated polymers has improved significantly over the past few decades. Much is related to the many new and improved methods of efficiently forming carbon-carbon bonds. Especially important is the selective bonding of aromatic groups and other unsaturated carbons, which is the main type of reaction performed to synthesize conjugated molecules. Some commonly used polymerization reactions have been summarized in Figure 1.3 a). To self-polymerize a monomer, the nickel-catalyzed Yamamoto dehalogenation reaction is often used.\textsuperscript{[52]} Poly(3-hexyl thiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) has been important in developing new ways to synthesize conjugated polymers, since the regioregularity was found to greatly affect how well the polymer could transport charges.\textsuperscript{[53-56]} There is now a wide variety of methods to produce the polymer.\textsuperscript{[57]} Highly regioregular P3HT, so called head-to-tail structure, tends to stack more and enable more efficient charge transfer than regiorandom polymers. This can be achieved using nickel catalyzed Grignard Couplings.\textsuperscript{[57]}
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Figure 1.3. a) Schematic of common polymerization reactions b) Simplified catalytic cycle of palladium catalyzed reactions.

Palladium Catalyzed Polymerization Reactions

The development of the DA motif polymers made palladium catalyzed reactions such as Stille polycondensation and Suzuki polycondensation highly useful. Since they make use of difunctional monomers, this is a practical way to ensure the desired alternating copolymer structure. Some tendencies of homo-coupling still remains however, and has been studied in depth to see the cause and effect.\[^{58-60}\] It is generally regarded as unfavorable in PSCs, since it can reduce the efficiency but can be mitigated to some degree, if not completely avoided by careful control of polymerization conditions such as catalyst to ligand ratio and reaction temperature.

A simplified version of the catalytic cycle of palladium-catalyzed reactions, such as Stille or Suzuki reactions is shown in Figure 1.3 b). The cycle begins at the top with the palladium catalyst in the metallic form. In the oxidative addition step, a halide bonded compound, generally an aryl halide, comes and adds two ligands, oxidizing the catalyst to Pd\(^{II}\). Then transmetalation takes place when a metal-bonded compound, such as a stannylated monomer, is exchanged for the halide. The metal halide leaves and in the final step, the Pd undergoes reductive elimination where the two aryl groups are joined together, forming a C-C bond. The Pd catalyst is regenerated into the initial Pd\(^{0}\) metallic form, and the cycle can start over.

**Stille Polymerization**

The Migita-Kosugi-Stille coupling reaction (or Stille reaction) is one of the primary coupling reactions used for producing conjugated polymers.\[^{61}\] It uses organostannane compounds, which has both advantages and disadvantages. An example of this reaction is shown in Scheme...
1.3. The reaction has proven to be able to produce very high molecular weight polymers with few defects. The reaction is simple to perform, but puts high requirements of monomer purity and anhydrous conditions, since the stannyl compounds can easily degrade and monofunctional monomers result in an end capped polymer, limiting molecular weight. A large disadvantage of the reaction is the high toxicity of the tin-compounds used, especially trimethyltin chloride which is sometimes used to stannylate the monomer before polymerization. They are highly environmentally hazardous as well, which means extra care needs to be taken when handling these compounds. The reaction should be avoided for upscaling and large scale production, and preferably for lab scale as well. It is hard to replace completely, however.

**Stille Polycondensation**

![Stille Polycondensation](image)

**Suzuki Polycondensation**

![Suzuki Polycondensation](image)

**Scheme 1.3.** Examples of Stille Polycondensation (upper) and Suzuki Polycondensation (lower) between benzotriazole and benzodithiophene or fluorene

**Suzuki Polymerization**

The Suzuki-Miyaura reaction (or Suzuki reaction) is an attractive alternative to Stille couplings, due to the far lower toxicity of the boron-based functional groups used in the reaction. An illustration of this reaction is shown at the bottom of Scheme 1.3. It can often be used interchangeably with Stille reactions, but there are some limitations. The boron group can be used either in ester or acid form, and the reaction requires the presence of a base to activate the boron group. Since a base is required for the reaction, an additional step could be included into the catalytic cycle of Figure 1.3 b) before the transmetalation process, where the base activates the organoboron acid or ester. The presence of the base means that some structures with base-sensitive functional groups are better of using the base-free Stille reaction instead.
Direct Arylation Polymerization

A new and interesting development the last few years has been Direct Arylation polymerization (DArP). This reaction is somewhat similar to the previous polymerization methods, using one dibrominated monomer but the other has aromatic hydrogens. These are activated to take part in the reaction, eliminating the need to create the organometallic compound and a reaction step and source of waste is removed. Furthermore, direct arylation polymerization can produce highly pure polymers, since metallic compounds can be difficult to completely remove in some cases. Direct arylation polymerization is still somewhat limiting when it comes to reaching high molecular weights.

Polymer Endcapping

When a polymerization reaction has been finished, the end of the polymer chain is left unreacted. It has long been unclear if this influences the properties of a polymer significantly, or if it is judicious to end-cap them with some aromatic group like a phenyl or thiophene. Some reports have shown improved polymer stacking upon endcapping the polymer, facilitating an improved charge transfer ability of the polymer.

Degree of polymerization and molecular weight

Both Stille polymerization and Suzuki polymerization are step growth processes, which means the molecular weight is dependent on the degree of polymerization. This is described by the modified Carothers Equation:

\[ X_n = \frac{2}{(2 - pf)} \]  

(1.1)

Where \( X_n \) is the number-average degree of polymerization, \( p \) degree of conversion and \( f \) the average degree of functionality of the monomers. This relation has important implications for the production of conjugated polymers. Since a high molecular weight is generally desirable to reach a large conjugation length, a very high degree of polymerization is required. This means the monomer ratios need to be highly equimolar and pure, any reaction solvent, catalyst and ligands added also need to be highly pure, dehydrated and in general well controlled with respect to reaction time, temperature and atmosphere. It also requires the inclusion of sufficient side chains to keep the growing polymer chain in solution until completion.

The molecular weight of a polymer can be measured either by number-average molecular weight \( (M_n) \) or by weight average molecular weight \( (M_w) \):
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\[ M_n = M_0 \frac{1}{1 - p} \]  (1.2)

\[ M_w = M_0 \frac{1 + p}{1 - p} \]  (1.3)

Where \( M_0 \) is the molecular weight of the monomer and \( p \) the degree of conversion.\[^{70}\] Another highly influential value is the size distribution of the polymers, measured by polydispersity index (PDI, or D) is a relation between the two molecular weight values:

\[ PDI = \frac{M_w}{M_n} = 1 + p \]  (1.4)

A small dispersity has proven to be important for the function of a conjugated polymer. Identical polymer structures with different PDIs have been compared in OPVs, where higher PDI was associated with performance loss in charge carrier mobility, more bimolecular recombination, more charge traps which ultimately led to dramatically worse performance.\[^{71}\]

1.5. Characterization Methods

Due to the wide variety of properties conjugated polymers have that affect their use in downstream applications, plenty of characterization methods are used, depending on the property of interest. For this work, the most important factors studied were the optoelectronic properties and polymeric size distributions. Other important factors to study are the film morphology, thermal stability, surface energy and bulk properties of blends.

Optical properties

UV-Vis Spectroscopy (UV-Vis) is one of the most widely used characterization methods for conjugated materials, since it gives direct information about the critical \( E_g \). The optical band gap \( E^{opt} \) is defined as the lowest optical transition for optical excitation. \( E^{opt} \) is related to the IP and EA, as presented in Figure 1.1. The energy required for the transition is given by the Planck-Einstein Relation:

\[ E^{opt} = h v = \frac{hc}{\lambda} = \frac{1240}{\lambda_{onset}} \]  (1.5)

Where \( h \) is the Planck constant (6.626\( \times \)10\(^{-34}\) J s), \( v \) is the frequency, \( c \) is the speed of light (2.998\( \times \)10\(^8\) m s\(^{-1}\)) and \( \lambda \) the wavelength. By measuring the absorption of a molecule
experimentally, the $E^{\text{opt}}$ can be calculated using the onset of absorption. The absorption is given from Beer-Lambert law:

$$A = \log_{10} \frac{I_0}{I} = \varepsilon cl$$

(1.6)

Where $A$ is the optical absorption, $I_0$ the incoming intensity, $I$ the transmitted intensity, $\varepsilon$ the molar absorptivity or absorption coefficient, $c$ the concentration and $l$ the length of the light path. With careful control of the concentration, the molar absorptivity can be calculated from solutions, which is a useful material property. Conjugated polymers tend to have very high absorption coefficients, which means very thin films can absorb the vast majority of incoming light.

**Electrochemical properties**

The concepts of the IP and EA and their relation to the $E_g$ were introduced in chapter 1.3. Electrochemical measurements can be used to measure the IP and EA of a molecule by measuring the potentials required to oxidize and reduce it, *i.e.* the redox potentials. From the redox potentials, the HOMO and LUMO levels can be estimated. Since the measurement takes place in an electrolyte solution and not in vacuum, a reference is needed to convert the measurements to the vacuum energy scale.[72] This is done using a reference with a known energy level compared to the vacuum level, which is often the normal hydrogen electrode (4.5 V vs. vacuum),[73] which in turn needs to be compared with a second reference if the measurements take place in a different environment than water. Here the ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc+/Fc) redox couple is often used, due to its assumed insensitivity to environmental effects. Fc+/Fc has a peak oxidation energy of 0.63 eV vs. vacuum, for a total of 5.13 eV.[74] Thus, the HOMO and LUMO values can be calculated as following:

$$HOMO = -(E_{\text{ox}} + 5.13) \text{ eV}$$

(1.7)

$$LUMO = -(E_{\text{red}} + 5.13) \text{ eV}$$

(1.8)

The difference between these two values is the electrochemical band gap ($E^{\text{ec}}$), which tends to be slightly different from $E^{\text{opt}}$. This is due in part to the solvation of the molecule and also the fact that the charge carrier is completely separated from the molecule, whereas in optical spectroscopy the excited species is not charge separated. This difference was described as $E_B$
in Figure 1.1. Thus the $E^{\infty}$ is often slightly larger than $E^{opt}$ and cannot be expected to converge completely.

The most widely used electrochemical method for conjugated materials is cyclic voltammetry (CV), in which a linear potential sweep is applied in cycles between the maximum potential and minimum potential over the electrochemical cell and the analyte, covering the redox window of the molecule. A schematic view of this cycle is presented in Figure 1.4 a). Any faradic current generated between the working electrode and counter electrode is monitored. This can give information of both the energy levels of the molecule and the reversibility of the redox processes. The onset of oxidation or reduction is generally used for the determination of the energy band edges.

An electrochemical method used somewhat less is square wave voltammetry (SWV), which has been shown to have advantages when compared to CV for conjugated polymers. This method is similar to CV but instead of a linear sweep potential, SWV applies pulses of square waves in a staircase shape, illustrated in Figure 1.4 b). By increasing and decreasing the potentials successively, and recording the difference in current, only the reversible processes are recorded and a very simple voltammograms is produced. The purpose of this is to decrease the time dependence of the CV measurement which makes the sweep speed relevant. Instead of using onset potentials, the peak potential is used in SWV.

![Figure 1.4. a) Scheme of CV potential sweep b) Scheme of SWV step potentials](image)

**Figure 1.4. a) Scheme of CV potential sweep b) Scheme of SWV step potentials**

*Molecular weight and Size Distribution Determination*

Due to the large impact on the material properties, the molecular weights of polymers require careful characterization. The size and rigidity can make this problematic, but one efficient way is to use high temperature gel permeation chromatography (GPC). This is a specialized type of weight characterization which utilizes a stationary phase, often crosslinked, porous polystyrene-beads. The weight separation is diffusion driven, where smaller molecules have a
higher diffusion coefficient, leading to a larger diffusion into the pores of the stationary phase. Thus larger molecules traverse the column faster and a size separation is achieved. The mobile phase vary depending on the system and the analyte, where a polar molecule can be analyzed using tetrahydrofuran (THF). In the case of long, stiff conjugated polymers, 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene at 150 °C can be used, which dissolves most polymers. The size distribution is compared to a reference sample calibration or with a universal calibration. The reference sample calibration makes the method a relative one, which means the results can vary quite widely depending on how different from the reference sample the analyte is. The universal calibration makes use of several detectors, often a refractive index detector and an intrinsic viscosity detector, to produce an absolute method of determining the molecular weight. It is a recent development, proposed as late as 1967,[77] and molecular weights are often still often reported in relative terms. This method can give information about $M_n$, $M_w$ and PDI.

Another method to analyze the molecular weight of a polymer is matrix-assisted light desorption/ionization – time of flight (MALDI-TOF). Mass spectroscopy is quite modular and MALDI is the ionization method and TOF is the detector used to analyze the data. MALDI-TOF is a method suitable for soft matter and is often used for biomolecules, but is also useful for polymers. MALDI was developed to be an indirect method of ionization, to ionize molecules much more softly than direct ionization methods. In MALDI, it is also possible to apply the laser to a more stable analyte without the use of a matrix, directly ionizing it. This is achieved by embedding the molecule in a matrix of easily ionized molecules. The ion is transferred to the target molecule, which are accelerated with strong magnetic fields at a curvature. The time of flight and flight path are then used to calculate the mass of the molecule. This method is useful for small molecules, but also for shorter polymers, due to the relatively simple measurements. The information that can be gained by using MALDI-TOF is similar to GPC, but no standard is required.
2. Organic Photovoltaics

2.1. Background

The historical development of OPVs was treated briefly in chapter 1.2. Here, the background to why it is a beneficial development and why it further needs to be developed will be discussed. The quickly growing global population and rapid industrialization and modernization of most countries in the 20th century until today has created a vast and growing need for energy. However, the use of fossil fuel such as coal and oil, adds previously sequestered carbon into the atmosphere as carbon dioxide upon combustion. This acts as an insulating layer, keeping more of the heat radiation inside the Earth’s atmosphere, increasing the temperature. The added CO₂ we have added to the atmosphere is in the hundreds of ppm, which is enough to significantly affect the heat retention of the planet. According to a report by the International Energy Agency released in 2015, the current rate of emissions mean we will pass a 2 degree increase in average temperature by 2040.[78] In October of 2018, a special report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change was released, where the consequences of passing 1.5 degrees increase are presented.[79] The report paints a bleak picture with severe effects of climate change the chance of staying below 1.5 degrees is presented as still possible, but only with drastic measures within the next decade.

A large part of the global energy production is still fossil based, and an important component in diversifying energy production to renewable sources will most likely be solar energy. The sun inundates the earth with massive amounts of energy every day, which can be captured and transformed into electrical energy. Silicon solar cells have become the commercial standard with power conversion efficiencies of around 22% for monocrystalline cells and 14-18% for polycrystalline.[80] These cells are very energy intensive to produce and have energy payback times around two to four years, but luckily with lifetimes of decades to match.[80] The crystalline silicon-wafer based solar cells are often referred to as first-generation photovoltaics. The second generation photovoltaics is the thin-film based technologies of amorphous silicon, II-VI semiconductors such as Cadmium-Telluride or Copper-Indium-Selenide.[80-81] The so-called third generation of solar cells includes Dye-sensitized solar cells, Perovskites, Quantum dot solar cells, and also organic solar cells.[82-84]
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Figure 2.1. NREL Chart of best solar cell performance of various technologies. This plot is courtesy of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO.[85]

It is possible to produce solar cells based on the semiconducting properties of conjugated molecules presented in chapter 1. Organic solar cells based on conjugated polymers or small organic molecular semiconductors have a few advantages when compared to silicon-based ones. The close-to-current best research-cell efficiencies are summarized in Figure 2.1, where organic solar cell technology can be found as a solid red dot close to the bottom right corner. With the recent world record of single junction organic solar cells with 14.2%, the technology has gained a few positions lately, but is still far below many other technologies.[19] OPVs have properties which might compensate for this major disadvantage, however. Due to the high molecular absorptivity of conjugated molecules, extremely thin layers of photoactive material in the order of a few hundred nanometers are needed to give good photon absorption. This means the weight of material needed is very small, leading to cheaper production and lighter panels. A major advantage is the possibility of solution processing and roll-to-roll printing, which enables cheap large-scale production. The thin layers in combination with the mechanical properties of the materials also enable flexible devices, such as rolls or on clothing. Furthermore the design flexibility of the molecules lead to significant customizability to different conditions. They also exhibit exceptional low-light properties, which is advantageous in Sweden or for indoors applications, compared to other photovoltaic systems.[86]

To evaluate a solar cell, a uniform standard of comparison is needed. A reference spectrum which simulates the sun light called the AM1.5G spectrum is used. This simulates the solar
irradiation on Earth’s surface at 48.2° relative to the normal with the atmosphere’s effect taken into account. An AM1.5G spectrum is shown in Figure 2.2. There is an energy-dependent upper limit to the possible efficiency a p-n single junction solar cell can deliver, called the Shockley-Queisser limit. The Shockley-Queisser limit at different wavelengths is shown on top of the AM1.5G spectrum in Figure 2.2, and the maximum efficiencies are achievable around 800 nm to 1200 nm and unfortunately does not cover the maximum of solar energy induction.

Figure 2.2. The black spectrum represents the simulated solar spectrum at AM1.5G condition and the blue one the Shockley-Queisser limit at different wavelengths.

It is important to note that the Shockley-Queisser limit is based on several assumptions, which can be circumvented, meaning the limit can be surpassed. Some examples of ways this is possible is the use of multiple junction solar cells, since the Shockley-Queisser limit is only valid for a single junctions, using light concentrators or photon upconversion or by splitting excited states into several excitons which has produced devices with external quantum efficiencies of over 100%. To conclude, the Shockley-Queisser limit seems more like a suggestion than a rule.

2.2. Polymer Solar Cells

Working Principle

The working principle of polymer solar cells is divisible into several discreet steps. An illustration of these steps is shown to the left in Figure 2.3. The initial step a) is the absorption of a photon with energy of $E_g$ or more by an active layer component. This process was discussed in chapter 1.3. The photon excites an electron from the HOMO-level of a molecule to the
LUMO level, leaving an electron hole behind, but the Coulombic interaction still binds them. Together they are called an exciton. The hole is not a physical particle as such, and can just as well be seen as a cascade of electron movements in the HOMO-level when it moves, but it is easier to imagine it as a charge carrying particle like the electron.

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 2.3. left)** Illustration of the process of charge generation in OPVs. **right)** A schematic J-V curve in light condition.

The next process **b)** is the diffusion of the exciton to a donor-acceptor interface, which is needed to break the strong electrostatic interaction of the exciton. The exciton can recombine at any time, which limits the travel distance to what is called the exciton diffusion length. This length is typically around 10 nm, but varies mostly from 5 to 20 nm. The thickness of the active layer is generally over 100 nm. Since the interface between the donor-phase and acceptor phase is required for charge separation, the bilayer structure is not very efficient for OPVs, when compared to silicon solar cells. The next step **c)** is the charge separation at the donor-acceptor-interface. It requires a slightly lower LUMO_A compared to LUMO_D, often called the driving force, which leads to a transfer of the electron to the acceptor in an intermediate state called a charge transfer state. With the help of the driving force, the charges can then separate and start to move independently toward the respective electrodes in step **d)**. Recent reports have shown that it is possible to make well performing devices with very small driving force, which enables a higher open-circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) of the final device. The final step is the charge extraction from the device. The now free electrons will drift along the acceptor-rich regions of the BHJ toward the cathode while the holes drift along the donor-rich regions to the anode. The charges are extracted from the solar cell and a current is formed. This is a highly simplified description of the events taking place and every single process has been studied in depth. While the understanding is still not complete, it is far better now than a decade ago.
Figures of merit

The main figure of merit of polymer solar cells is the power conversion efficiency (PCE), which is the ratio of incoming energy to produced electrical energy.[81] The PCE depends on several factors and relation between them is shown in Equation 2.1.

\[ \text{PCE} = \frac{J_{\text{max}}V_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{inc}}} = FF \frac{J_{\text{sc}}V_{\text{oc}}}{P_{\text{inc}}} \] (2.1)

Where \( J_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum point of current density, \( V_{\text{max}} \) the maximum point of voltage and \( P_{\text{inc}} \) the energy. FF is the fill factor, \( J_{\text{sc}} \) the short-circuit current density, and the open-circuit voltage is represented by \( V_{\text{oc}} \). The relation between these factors is best illustrated with the current density-voltage diagram (\( J-V \) diagram) shown to the right in Figure 2.3. The PCE is clearly dependent on many variables, which in turn depend on structure-property relationships both from the materials involved, but also from device architecture and morphology of the active layer. This leads to highly complex design problems where the versatility of conjugated polymers can be very useful.

The \( V_{\text{oc}} \) of an OPV is the potential at zero current and is a function of the band gap of the device. The transfer of electron from donor to acceptor means the relevant band gap is that between HOMO\(_D\) to LUMO\(_A\), called the charge-transfer energy (\( E_{\text{CT}} \)). Due to several loss-factors, the produced voltage of the device is far lower than the actual \( E_{\text{CT}} \) and typical single junction OPVs end up with \( V_{\text{oc}} \) of around 1 V. There have been no OPV system presented with potential loss below 0.5 eV and they often exhibit a total potential loss of around 0.7-1.0 V.[93-94] A common source of energy loss is recombination of the exciton, either in radiative or non-radiative decay.[95] Recombination can be reduced with a suitable LUMO\(_A\)-LUMO\(_D\) offset, which encourages charge separation.[96] Since this offset also limits the maximum potential of the device, it should be kept as low as possible while still providing enough of a driving force to avoid recombination.

The \( J_{\text{sc}} \) is the current density of a device at zero bias. It is affected by the capability to generate charges and to extract them from the device.[97] The most important factor affecting the charge generation is spectral coverage, where the maximum values attainable according to the Shockley-Queisser limit are for materials with \( E_g \) in the region of 1.0-1.5 eV. Other factors affecting the \( J_{\text{sc}} \) are the absorption coefficient, active layer thickness and illumination level, which is not varied when testing with AM1.5G solar simulators.
The FF of the device can be described as the square-shape of the $J-V$ curve. Equation (2.2) shows the relation between the fill factor and the other factors, and a graphical illustration is the proportion of the square outlined by $J_{sc}V_{oc}$ (dashed line) that is covered by that of $J_{max}V_{max}$ (filled square) shown in Figure 2.3. The ideal FF is unity (100%) but good OPVs often end up in the 60-70% region. It depends on the ability to extract the charges from the device and can be reduced by imbalanced charge carrier mobilities and the morphology of the blend.[98]

$$\text{FF} = \frac{J_{max}V_{max}}{J_{sc}V_{oc}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

Another value to evaluate a solar cell is the external quantum efficiency (EQE), which is defined as the numbers of charges collected ($N_{out}$) divided by the number of incident photons ($N_{in}$) at a specific wavelength. EQE is sometimes referred to as incidence photon-to-electron conversion efficiency as well (IPES).

$$\text{EQE}(\lambda) = \frac{N_{out}(\lambda)}{N_{in}(\lambda)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

**Bulk Heterojunction**

The BHJ was an important improvement on OPV device structures. Previous bilayer devices never achieved high PCE-values, mainly due to a low interfacial area between the phases. An illustrative schematic of a BHJ morphology is shown in Figure 2.4. It is important to note that this type of illustration is slightly misleading, since neither the donor-rich nor the acceptor-rich regions are pure. The formation of bicontinuous pathways all the way to the electrodes is important, to avoid charge trapping which leads to recombination losses. Due to the exciton diffusion length of about 10 nm and the need for a DA interface for charge separation, the optimal performance is reached when the phase domains are about 20 nm big. Fine-tuning the BHJ morphology can be done with altering processing conditions such as spin-coating speed, concentration or solvents but also with heat annealing steps or solvent annealing steps. A widely used method is by incorporating high boiling point cosolvents such as 1,8-diiodooctane or 1,2-dichlorobenzene, which slows down the film-forming during spin coating.

Small molecular and fullerene based systems can have stability problems due to diffusion taking place over time. Fullerenes tend to crystallize or aggregate, which can significantly coarsen the morphology of the device, or in some cases even form crystals large enough to destroy the device.
There are a few device architectures commonly used for OPVs, with significant differences in performance, stability and materials used. The two most common device structures are called conventional and inverted device structures, depending on which direction the anode and cathode are facing relative to the transparent electrode. A schematic depiction of the two device architectures can be seen in Figure 2.5. All the individual components in the schematics are exchangeable for other alternatives, however.

**Figure 2.5.** Conventional and inverted single junction device structures.

**Conventional Device Structure**

The first component to consider is the substrate, which is almost always glass in lab-scale solar cells. For printing, more flexible substrates are needed and PET-plastic is a common choice. Since the absorption takes place in the active layer, which is placed between the electrodes and behind the substrate, both the substrate and the electrode coating it needs to be transparent. This has led to the vast majority of devices make use glass of with a thin coating of indium tin oxide (ITO) as one of the electrodes, since it has exceptional optical transmittance and satisfactory
electrical conductivity. It is not without problems, however. It is not very flexible, so large scale production using it on PET is not a viable choice. It is also quite expensive and ITO sputtering is by far the most energy intensive part of the solar cell production.[24]

The work function of the electrodes play an important role in the performance of a solar cell. To not limit the $V_{oc}$ of the device, two metals or metal oxides with a large difference in work function (WF) are used. The interface between electrodes and active layer is critical for device performance since the energy level alignment between them directly affect the charge extraction.[99-101] By using interfacial layers with polar side chains, the difference between the polymer energy levels and the metal/oxide electrode work functions. This is achieved by forming an interfacial dipole, and can be achieved with very thin layers of just a few nanometers. poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) is a commonly used hole-transport layer (HTL) on the anode interface. The same problem arises on the opposite electrode where an electron-transport layer (ETL) is placed instead. While the HTL has been ubiquitously applied, since devices without them barely function at all, the use of ETLs has been slightly lower.

**Cathode Interfacial Materials**

The use of ETL, or cathode interfacial materials (CIM), has proven highly beneficial to improve both life-time and performance of OPVs. The primary function of them is to tune the WF of the cathode, but they also serve more functions such as improving wettability and acting as a metal ion diffusion barrier.[101-103] Commonly used cathode interfacial materials (CIM) are ZnO, LiF and compounds with aliphatic amine groups.[104-107] A few very successful polymeric materials with aliphatic amines are polyethyleneimine (PEI) and polyethyleneimine ethoxylated (PEIE) and polyfluorenes with side chains with tertiary amine pendant groups (PFN), but there are many more.[102,108-109] The metals or metal oxides used as electrodes are hydrophilic, while the active layers are hydrophobic, which means the wetting properties directly onto the electrodes is unsuitable.

**Inverted Structures**

One of the electrodes in this device configurations will have a low WF, which makes it reactive. This can damage the device performance and limit the lifetime of devices.[110] Conventional devices have a device stack which exposes the lower WF metal such as aluminum, calcium or barium, while protecting the higher WF such as ITO or fluorine doped tin oxide.[111] To circumvent this problem, the inverted device structure was introduced in which the transparent ITO acts as cathode instead, and the high WF metal acts as anode.[112] This way, the devices
turn out to have improved stability. This also eliminates the need for the commonly used interlayer PEDOT:PSS, which is somewhat corrosive and hygroscopic. While the improved life-times of devices are attractive, inverted devices tend to produce lower efficiencies still.

**Tandem devices and ternary devices**

The previously presented device structures are single junction device architectures. In order to cover a larger part of the solar spectra, it is also possible to use tandem devices, which have two active layers with complementary absorption. The layers need to be separated by interlayers and the manufacturing of them is more complicated, but higher efficiencies are achievable. Another device architecture that has recently begun to gain popularity is called ternary devices, in which the active layer contains three components. Often these are two donor polymers and one acceptor, but other combinations are possible. This is an intermediate way to gain some of the advantages of tandem devices while the device structure is as simple as single junction devices to manufacture.

### 2.3. Acceptor Molecules

The role of donor molecule in the donor-acceptor BHJ systems can be filled with conjugated polymers. Their energy levels and other properties are suitable for the application, but the role of acceptor has a few viable alternatives and it has varied over the years. Initially, attempts at using acceptor polymers were not very successful, but when soluble fullerene derivatives were introduced, they quickly became the standard acceptor molecule. The advent of high-performing acceptor polymers is fairly recent, and has mostly been present since 2013 and forward. Small molecular acceptors (SMA) has been even more recent, but are now very popular. An example of a PCBM, an acceptor polymer and a SMA are presented in Figure 2.6.
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**Figure 2.6.** Example of the three acceptor molecule classes discussed here.
Fullerene Derivatives

As previously mentioned in section 1.2, PCBM, fullerene derivative with increased solubility was developed in 1995 and rapidly improved the whole PSC-field simply by being a solution-processable acceptor molecule with suitable energy levels. A major limiting factor of PCBM, especially PC71BM, is the production cost. PC61BM can cost around 300 USD/g and PC71BM around 900 USD/g. One of OPVs most important selling points is the production cost and to have a major component with costs of many hundreds of USD per gram is very counterproductive for large scale production. Further problems they have include very limited optical absorption, limiting their contribution to the photocurrent. The chemistry available to modify them is quite limited as well, so most of the design has been to tune donor-polymers around these factors instead of modifying the PCBM. They also tend to aggregate or crystallize over time, giving a source of device degradation when the sensitive morphology changes. All these negative properties aside, they have been a centerpiece of the PSC field for around two decades and for good reason. The high electron affinity of the molecules give an efficient charge separation and the electron mobilities they exhibit is very high.

Polymeric Acceptors

Early in the developments of PSCs, attempts were made to use polymer acceptor molecules. In 1995, the same year as major breakthroughs in PCBM and BHJ structure solar cells were made, a study of blends of MEH-PPV and a cyano-containing PPV derivative developed the year before for OLEDs was made. This material was also developed by Heeger’s group at the same time. Many different structures were used, but rarely performed well compared to those with PCBM, which led to most research being into polymer:PCBM systems. The early acceptor polymers often had respectable $V_{oc}$ values because of suitable LUMO levels, but the charge mobility was low and they had limited absorption in the visible region, limiting both $J_{sc}$ and FF. A few years ago, naphthalene-diimide and perylene-diimide structures started being used, which produced proficient acceptor polymers. These polymers could satisfy the requirement of high electron mobility, while improving the light harvesting and yielding good $V_{oc}$ values. Further advantages acceptor polymers have over PCBM is improved flexibility and better compatibility with the donor polymer, giving higher stability.

Small Molecular Acceptors

The developments in SMAs has been rapid the last three years and is currently the best performing acceptor molecule with devices reaching 14.2%. These molecules share some of
the advantages with acceptor polymers, such as improved absorption compared with fullerene acceptors and are generally easier to purify than polymers.[20] They are also more uniform, since there is no molecular weight distribution to take into consideration. The complementary absorption they enable greatly benefit the $J_{sc}$ of devices, while the $V_{oc}$ has been somewhat low. The design of SMAs is similar to that of conjugated polymers, including donor and acceptor segments with solubilizing side chains. They commonly apply a D-A-D or A-$\pi$-D-$\pi$-A structure, where $\pi$ is a conjugated spacer like thiophene. The structure ITIC, shown in Figure 2.6, includes the indacenodithieno[3,2-$b$]thiophene (IDTT) unit as a central, planar electron rich donor unit with flanking electron deficient groups. The IDTT unit will be further discussed in chapter 6 where they are used for electrochromic purposes. Recent advances in polymer:SMA systems can be partially explained with improvements in molecular design, leading to complementary absorption spectra and increasing $J_{sc}$ significantly.[19] These systems still have quite low $V_{oc}$ of around 0.9 V however, which means there is still room to improve the already impressive results.
3. Cathode Interlayers for All-Polymer Solar Cells

The following chapter is based on the work presented in Paper II, which was published in *ACS Applied Energy Materials* in May, 2018.[118] The work covers the synthesis of four different conjugated polymers used as cathode interfacial layers in All-PSCs. The two active layer polymers along with the four CIMs are shown in Scheme 3.1. The four polymers had polar side chains with three different pendant group and two backbone configurations and were used in devices with the two conventional OPV polymers PBDB-T and PNDI-T10. The resulting devices performed well compared to devices with bare Al electrodes, improving the PCE from 2.7% to 5.3%, which is comparable to devices with Li/Al electrodes. The results prove that conventional interfacial polymers can be used in all-PSCs with comparable results to low work-function metals, which is very important for future roll-to-roll processing of large-scale solar cells.

**Scheme 3.1.** Structures of the two active layer polymers and the four CIMs
3.1. Background and motivation

Since the advances in All-PSCs are still quite recent, details in their functionality have not been as well studied as polymer:PCBM solar cells. [119] One such detail is the interface between the active layer and the cathode which has been extensively studied, but mainly for conventional OPVs using PCBM. An important factor in improving the performance of PCBM-based solar cells with cathode interfacial polymers is using amine-containing interfacial polymers.[120] They have been shown to n-dope the fullerenes, leading to reduced interfacial resistance and increased conductivity, an effect mostly absent in All-PSCs with NDI-based acceptor polymers such as N2200.[121] Therefore, to study the effect of a few different polymers as CIMs, we synthesized four polymers with two backbone compositions and three different side chain pendant groups. These were dimethylamine, diethanolamine and imidazole. The two backbone configurations used were polyfluorene and poly(fluorene-alt-phenylene). The two components of the photoactive layer used in this study have previously been used together in two studies and reached a PCE of 7.1%. [122-123] The donor polymer has mainly been used in solar cells with the small molecule acceptor ITIC, which in combination reached over 11% PCE. [124-125] PNDI-T10 is a locally produced version of N2200 with 10% thiophene instead of bithiophene spacers unevenly distributed over the polymer chain. [126] This polymer has improved upon conventional N2200 by reducing crystallinity and increasing achievable molecular weights.

3.2. Synthesis

The synthesis of the CIMs was simple and achieved in just a few steps from commercial reagents. The only monomer synthesized was the alkylation of the fluorene unit, illustrated in Scheme 3.2. This synthesis was performed in anhydrous DMSO with an excess of KOH and 1,3-dibromopropane. The reaction took place at 80 °C overnight and the crude compound was purified by precipitation from methanol followed by recrystallization from methanol with a final yield of 35%. Two polymers were synthesized using Suzuki Cross Coupling polymerization. Three of the final polymers were produced from the precursor polymer PFBBr by post-polymerization functionalization. These reactions were based on previously presented reactions. [104,109,127-128] The last polymer, PBzFN, was wholly made from commercial monomers.
Scheme 3.2. Complete synthesis scheme for monomer and the five polymers presented

The reaction procedures for both polymerization reactions performed were identical. The reactions were performed in toluene with Pd$_2$(dba)$_3$ as catalyst and P(o-Tol)$_3$ as ligand. Since these reactions were Suzuki polymerizations, a base was needed as well, so 1 M K$_3$PO$_4$(Aq) was added to the solutions, together with a few drops of aliquat 336 as a phase transfer agent. The reactions proceeded for 72 hours at 80 °C under N$_2$ atmosphere. The polymers were then endcapped with 2-(trimethylstannyl)thiophene and 2-bromothiophene. The heating was removed and when the solution cooled down, the polymers were precipitated from methanol and filtered. The polymers were then purified by Soxhlet extraction with petroleum ether, diethyl ether, acetone and chloroform. The chloroform fractions were finally purified over a short silica plug, precipitated from methanol, filtered and dried. PFBr was produced in a final yield of 76% while PBzFN had a low yield of 38%. This is most likely due to the amine pendant groups interacting with the silica in the final purification step.

The post-polymerization functionalization of PFBr, yielding the three polymers PFN, PFIm and PFN(EtOH)$_2$ were performed in chloroform for PFN and THF for the latter two. For PFN a large excess of Me$_2$NH was added to the polymer solution, after which the mixture was heated...
overnight. The polymer was purified over a neutral alumina plug and precipitated from hexane. The procedure for PFN(EtOH)$_2$ was almost identical, but with the addition of (EtOH)$_2$NH to the polymer solution. A higher temperature could also be used, due to the far higher boiling point of the added amine. The procedure for PFIm was quite different, however. A solution of 1H-imidazole, potassium hydroxide and tetrabutylammonium bromide was stirred vigorously for 30 min before addition to the polymer solution. The mixture was stirred and heated overnight. The purification was the same. The completeness of these reactions were hard to verify with conventional means, but the altered solubility and thermal stability suggests a high degree of conversion from the bromine groups.

3.3. Results and Discussion

The polymers were characterized independently with respect to electrochemical and optical properties, as well as thermal stability measurements. Since their application is to be used in extremely thin interfacial layers of around 3-5 nm, their optical properties are not highly influential on device performance. Due to the similar backbone structures, the energy levels were also very similar. The energy levels of the four CIMs, the precursor polymer, the two active layer polymers and PC$_{71}$BM are summarized in Figure 3.1. The CIMs have far wider band gaps due to the backbone structure with repeating fluorenes, and phenylenes in the case of PBzFN. This means they have now donor-acceptor structures which leads to larger band gaps. The repeating units also have high dihedral angles. This leads to short range conjugation over the long molecules, which leads to further increase the band gap. Many active layer polymers use five membered rings such as thiophene to reduce the dihedral angle.
Figure 3.1. Energy levels for the active and interfacial polymers with PC71BM as a reference. Solar cell devices were made with conventional device structure with the following layers: (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Active Layer/CIM/Al). The solar cell devices were characterized under illumination of a simulated AM 1.5G solar light at 100 mW/cm². The J-V characteristics in light and dark conditions, EQE-curves and electron mobilities are shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2. $J$–$V$ characteristics a) under illumination and b) in dark. c) EQE curves. d) Electron mobility in electron-only devices.

The polymer performance is compared to devices without CIM and devices with LiF. The device performance is also summarized in Table 3.1. The devices without CIM performed poorly, with a final PCE of 2.7%. This is to be expected and the reason CIMs are used in the first place. Both the $V_{oc}$ and $J_{sc}$ were increased with the addition of LiF to the cathodes. This led to a close to doubling of the PCE to 5.3%. Interestingly, three of the four polymer CIMs performed almost identically, where PFN, PFN(EtOH)2 and PBzFN gave 5.3%, 5.3% and 5.4% devices, respectively. The biggest deviation was PFlm, which was in-between with 4.5%, i.e. better than bare electrode but worse than the other devices.
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Table 3.1. Device parameters of the all-PSCs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cathode</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ [V]</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ [mA/cm$^2$]</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>PCE [%]</th>
<th>$\mu_e$ [cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>7.9$^a$ (7.1)$^b$</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiF/Al</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>9.9 (10.1)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7.94x10$^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFN/Al</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>10.2 (10.2)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7.45x10$^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFN(EtOH)$_2$/Al</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>10.6 (9.8)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7.50x10$^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFIm/Al</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>8.4 (8.5)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7.16x10$^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBzFN/Al</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>10.4 (10.1)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>7.55x10$^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Average values from ten devices; $^b$Photocurrents obtained by integrating the EQE with the AM1.5G spectrum

To further study the surface properties of the CIMs, films were prepared with the active layer, coated with the CIMs. These films were then studied in AFM and contact angle measurements, shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 respectively. The surface topology measurements show that the extremely thin layers of CIMs on top barely have any effect when compared to coated and uncoated film. The root mean square measure of surface roughness was very close in all five treatments, varying from 1.27 nm for PFIm to 1.46 nm for PFN.

![Figure 3.3. AFM images (2.5×2.5 μm) of a) the naked active layer and b-e) four interlayers on top of the active layer.](image)

The contact angle measurements were similarly compared to a bare film and here a significant difference can be measured. The measurement was performed by dropping a single drop of deionized water on top of the film and optically measuring the drop from the side. This was repeated five times for each film and an average contact angle was calculated. The images shown were chosen as representative. The films were somewhat reflective, making the photos a bit hard to judge by eye. The bare film a) had an average contact angle of 105.4°, meaning a fairly hydrophobic surface. When the CIMs were applied, the average contact angles reduced by roughly 15°. While not a huge difference, this means the surface was significantly less hydrophobic for all four polymers.
Figure 3.4 Contact angle measurements for a) the naked active layer and b-e) the four different interlayers.

The polymers presented in this work have been proven to be useful substitutes to the common LiF/Al cathodes. This is advantageous since LiF has to be vacuum deposited onto the active layers, which is an unsuitable processing method for large scale production, where roll-to-roll printing will most likely be dominant. LiF can also be a significant source of device degradation, so substituting it will be important. Therefore, these polymers are suggested as viable candidates for use in large scale production of All-PSCs.
Chapter 4 will treat Paper III, which is a manuscript focusing on the synthesis and characterization of seven different polymers with tertiary amine pendant groups. The aim of these polymers was to use them as active layer donor polymers in organic photovoltaics. Earlier studies have shown that the presence of tertiary amines severely limiting the device performance due to hole trap formation. To study if the energy level of the polymer backbone in relation to that of the pendant groups would affect this performance drop, the seven polymers had varied energy levels. The electrochemical and optical properties were studied in depth and the polymers were used in BHJ PSCs with PCBM. Most of the polymers resulted in barely functioning devices, but one of them had a stable PCE of 1% which is one of the highest recorded results for a device with tertiary amine pendant groups in the active layer components. Further study is needed to understand why this polymer functioned, while the others did not.

4.1. Background

The processing of active layers for OPVs is currently completely dependent on toxic and environmentally unfriendly solvents such as toluene, chloroform or even o-dichlorobenzene. This might work on lab scale production of devices, but is a large downside when scaling up to large scale roll-to-roll printing of solar cells and much work is done to improve polymer solubility in green solvents.[129-140] The ideal would be to have polymers processable with aqueous alcohol mixtures and a powerful tool to achieve this would be the inclusion of tertiary amines in the sidechains.[141] These polar groups could be made very hydrophilic with trace amounts of volatile acids like acetic- or formic acid and then turned back to just less hydrophilic with their evaporation. Since the sidechain does not directly influence the energy level of the polymer, they are more customizable without affecting the main function of a material.[46] There are many examples of interfacial polymers with tertiary amines, presented in Chapter 3, but few examples of the successful inclusion of t-amines in active layer polymers.[102]

In 2013, Duan et al. published a paper in which a carbazole unit used in a donor polymer and a fullerene derivative bearing t-amine pendant groups was presented.[141] The polymer and fullerene worked well as thin interfacial layers, which was expected, but resulted in severe hole-trapping and no photovoltaic output when used as active layer. Furthermore, they showed that the amines negatively impacted the electron mobility of the fullerene. The following year,
however, two papers were published somewhat contradicting those results. One paper presented a different fullerene derivative with amine functionalities, which was successfully used with P3HT in the active layer.\[142\] They noticed significant vertical phase separation, which led to inverted device architectures performing well even without the use of a cathode interfacial layer, since the fullerene modified the ITO cathode. This was corroborated by another study using the same fullerene derivative and later with other fullerene derivatives.\[143-144\] In 2015, Cai et al. presented the theory that the hole trapping problem could be circumvented by using a donor polymer with a HOMO above that of the ionization energy of the amino group.\[145\] They compare two polymers, one with HOMO above and one below that of the \(t\)-amine group and used them in devices with amine containing fullerene derivatives. The higher HOMO-level polymer P3HT had a significant photovoltaic effect, while the other polymer did not, confirming their theory. Recent studies further corroborate this theory.\[146\]

In order to study this effect and further confirm this effect, and also to study if the device configuration could be a key in understanding if the HOMO level is the only relevant factor, Paper III present a series of donor polymers with varied backbone energy levels bearing \(t\)-amine pendant groups.

### 4.2. Synthesis

The synthesis of the seven polymers included the production of thee conventional acceptor segments with the added diethylamine pendant group. The three monomers, called M1, M2 and M3 in Scheme 4.1 were benzotriazole (BTz), diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) and isoindigo (II) respectively. The synthesis of M1 started from another commonly used component benzothiadiazole (BT), which was reductively ring opened with metallic zinc in acetic acid. The zinc was filtered off and the ring was closed with sodium nitrite, giving benzotriazole (3). The compound was alkylated with 1,6-dibromohexane, sodium hydroxide and potassium iodine in anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The purification of the produced 4 is important, to remove the significant byproduct produced where one of the side nitrogens are alkylated. The ratio between them is roughly 2:1 of product to byproduct. Luckily, the compounds can be separated over a silica column. The final step is an amination, using diethylamine (Et₂NH) in a bi-molecular nucleophilic substitution reaction (S$_2$N). The second monomer M2 started from the DPP-core unit, which can be produced in one step from thiophene-3-carbonitrile and diisopropyl succinate, but was already available. The core unit has limited solubility so the initial step is introducing the alkyl chain in an alkylation reaction.
similar to the previous one, but with the weaker base potassium carbonate, yielding compound \textit{6}. The final monomer needs to be brominated to be used in Suzuki- or Stille polymerizations, and the purification is easier before the amine is introduced, so NBS was used to brominate \textit{6}. The final amination was identical for all three monomers \textit{M1}, \textit{M2} and \textit{M3} with slight differences in purification. The final monomer \textit{M3} was even simpler, since the starting material was already brominated. It was both alkylated and aminated in identical fashion to \textit{M2}.

\textbf{Scheme 4.1.} Synthesis of tertiary amine pendant group monomers \textit{M1}, \textit{M2} and \textit{M3}.

All the polymerizations illustrated in Scheme 4.2 were performed with commercially available electron rich donor segments. These were benzodithiophene (BDT) (\textit{M4}), thiophene (\textit{M5}) and fluorene (\textit{M6}). The polymerization reactions were either Suzuki- or Stille polymerizations. Due to the similarity to the polymerization reactions presented in the previous chapter, the Suzuki reactions used for PIIFl-N and PBTzFl-N are not described in detail here. The five polymers
synthesized with Stille polymerizations were PBTzBDT-N, PDPPBDT-N, PIIBDT-N, PDPPT-N and PBTzT-N.

Scheme 4.2. Polymerization reactions for the seven copolymers, PBTzBDT-N, PDPPT-N, PDPPBDT-N, PBTzT-N, PIIFl-N, PBTzFl-N and PIIBDT-N.

The reactions were performed by very careful weighing of the two monomers, the catalyst and the ligand. These were then placed in the reaction vessel which was repeatedly purged with nitrogen and vacuum to remove any trace of air. Anhydrous toluene:DMF at a 9:1 ratio was degassed, added to the reaction vessel and then degassed again. The reaction vessel was heated to 80 °C and vigorous stirring was used. The solutions were closely monitored in the beginning, in case they quickly turn to very viscous. They were then protected from light and kept stirring for up to 72 hours. 2-(Trimethylstannyl)thiophene followed by 2-bromothiophene were then added to endcap the polymers. After the solutions had cooled down, the polymers were precipitated from petroleum ether and collected in Soxhlet thimbles and purified by Soxhlet
extraction with petroleum ether, diethyl ether, acetone and chloroform. The chloroform fractions was purified over a short neutral alumina plug and the polymer were once again precipitated from petroleum ether and the polymers filtered and dried. Some minor deviations might have taken place, but generally the polymerizations were performed very similarly. These reactions tend to give very high yields, which is reduced by the purification steps where low molecular fractions might be removed during the Soxhlet extraction.

4.3. Results and Discussion

An important part in the design of the polymers was to vary the backbone energy levels enough to see if their relation to the tertiary amine pendant group would affect their performance in solar cells. To this end, their energy levels were studied in detail with both electrochemical and optical methods. Triethylamine was used as a reference molecule which should have similar properties to the diethylamine pendant groups. In Figure 4.1 the electrochemical properties, measured by both SWV and CV are shown. In a), the SWV clearly shows highly variable levels of both oxidation and reduction potentials. This is also reflected in the cyclic voltammograms shown in b), however the amount of peaks make it far less clear. The optical properties of the polymers, studied with UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy in both solution and film have a similar spread. The curves shown in Figure 4.2 a) show the absorption in film and b) in chloroform solution.

![Figure 4.1. a) SWV and b) CV for the seven polymers.](image-url)
To present the energy levels in a clear way for comparison, an energy level diagram was compiled from the SWV data and is shown in Figure 4.3. The polymers are compared with both TEA and PC$_{71}$BM. Only one polymer had a deeper HOMO than TEA, which is BTzFl-N. This polymer backbone contains linked six-membered rings with II bonded to Fl. These bonds create a large dihedral angle between the two rings, leading to a short conjugation and thus a high band gap.\(^{[147]}\) The polymer therefore also has the widest band gap and the highest LUMO.

**Figure 4.3.** Energy level of the seven donor polymers measured by square wave voltammetry.

The values of the SWV and UV-Vis absorption was compiled into Table 4.1. The comparison between the $E_{\text{opt}}$ and the $E_{\text{ex}}$ often deviates quite a bit. This deviation was described in chapter
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1.5, and mainly attributed to the charge separation taking place in electrochemical measurements and not optical ones.

Table 4.1. Optical and electrochemical properties of the copolymers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>(\lambda_{\text{max}}^a) (nm)</th>
<th>(\lambda_{\text{max}}^b) (nm)</th>
<th>(\lambda_{\text{onset}}) (nm)</th>
<th>(E_{\text{g, opt}}^c) (eV)</th>
<th>HOMO (eV)</th>
<th>LUMO (eV)</th>
<th>(E_{\text{g, ec}}^d) (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBTzBDT-N</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>-5.40</td>
<td>-3.49</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPPT-N</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>934</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>-5.51</td>
<td>-3.76</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPPBDT-N</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>751</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>-5.62</td>
<td>-3.80</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBTzT-N</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>671</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>-5.67</td>
<td>-3.30</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIIFl-N</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>-5.99</td>
<td>-3.98</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBTzFl-N</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>-6.13</td>
<td>-2.84</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIIBDT-N</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>-5.66</td>
<td>-3.97</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\lambda_{\text{max}}^a\): Absorption maximum in chloroform solution; \(\lambda_{\text{max}}^b\): Absorption maximum in film; \(E_{\text{g, opt}}^c\): Optical band gap; \(E_{\text{g, ec}}^d\): Electrochemical band gap.

Another reason to analyze the electrochemical measurements in detail was to see if the oxidation of the pendant group. In previous studies, this has been observed in some polymers and not in others.\[141,145]\ To this end, the oxidation of each polymer from both SWV and CV compared to those of TEA are presented individually in Figure 4.4. When performing CV measurements on conjugated polymers, the common method is to oxidize it to just past the first oxidation peak. Here the polymers were instead oxidized far past the first peak and in some cases a second or third oxidation peak closely matches that of TEA.
Figure 4.4. Comparison of oxidation measured by SWV (solid lines) and CV (dashed lines) for all seven polymers with TEA as a reference.

The polymers were used as active layer components in PSCs together with PC$_7$BM as acceptor molecule. The polymers were initially tested in solar cells with conventional device structures of ITO/ZnO/Polymer:PC$_7$BM/C$_{60}$/LiF/Ag, where C$_{60}$ was used as a passivating electron transport layer, to separate the amine-containing polymers from the LiF/Ag cathode. From these
devices, all but two polymers performed abysmally with barely measurable currents. The two outliers were PBTzBDT-N and PDPPBBDT-N. A second batch of the first polymer named PBTzBDT-Nb was synthesized and a more detailed study with other device configurations was carried out. The device structures used were for conventional devices (ITO/ZnO/Polymer:PC\textsubscript{71}BM (1:2.5)/MoO\textsubscript{x}/Ag) and for inverted structures with and without a TPD interfacial layer (ITO/ZnO/Polymer:PC\textsubscript{71}BM (1:2.5)/(TPD)/MoO\textsubscript{x}/Ag). In another case, the conventional structure device had the anode interfacial layer ZnO replaced with PEDOT:PSS. The results from these are shown in Table 4.2.

**Table 4.2.** Photovoltaic parameters of devices fabricated using Polymer:PC\textsubscript{71}BM (1:2.5) bulk heterojunction. The average is from six identical devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>J\textsubscript{sc} (mA cm\textsuperscript{-2})</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>V\textsubscript{oc} (V)</th>
<th>PCE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBTzBDT-N:PC\textsubscript{71}BM\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>3.1 (2.98 ± 0.13)</td>
<td>42 (41 ± 1)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.82 ± 0.01)</td>
<td>1.01 (1 ± 0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBTzBDT-N:PC\textsubscript{71}BM\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>2.72 (2.57 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>40 (40 ± 0.5)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.86 ± 0.02)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.87 ± 0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBTzBDT-N:PC\textsubscript{71}BM\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>2.15 (1.85 ± 0.5)</td>
<td>38 (36 ± 1)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.79 ± 0.03)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.53 ± 0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBTzBDT-Nb:PC\textsubscript{71}BM\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>2.4 (2.25 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>43 (41 ± 2)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.34 ± 0.02)</td>
<td>0.34 (0.31 ± 0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBTzBDT-Nb:PC\textsubscript{71}BM\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>2.25 (2.57 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>37 (36 ± 0.5)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.50 ± 0.01)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.38 ± 0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBTzBDT-Nb:PC\textsubscript{71}BM\textsuperscript{d}</td>
<td>1.24 (1 ± 0.14)</td>
<td>27 (26 ± 0.4)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.44 ± 0.02)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.11 ± 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPPBBDT-N:PC\textsubscript{71}BM\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>1.08 (1 ± 0.05)</td>
<td>34 (32 ± 1)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.12 ± 0.01)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.04 ± 0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPPBBDT-N:PC\textsubscript{71}BM\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>1.64 (1.52 ± 0.06)</td>
<td>35 (34 ± 0.5)</td>
<td>0.34 (0.33 ± 0.01)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.17 ± 0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPPBBDT-N:PC\textsubscript{71}BM\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>1.65 (1.38 ± 0.13)</td>
<td>38 (36 ± 3)</td>
<td>0.34 (0.32 ± 0.03)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.16 ± 0.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Inverted device without TPD; \textsuperscript{b}Inverted device with TPD; \textsuperscript{c}Conventional device with MoO\textsubscript{x}; \textsuperscript{d}Conventional device with PEDOT:PSS

A few conclusions can be drawn from the device results. Primarily that the polymers do not perform well, but they give measurable currents. There was no obvious trend between conventional or inverted structure devices, but the devices with PEDOT:PSS performed well below all others for both PBTzBDT-N and PBTzBDT-Nb. The TPD passivating layer did not seem to consistently improve the devices performance either. In the end, the only solar cells...
that gave relatively acceptable performance was the inverted solar cells using PBTzBDT-N. The reason why the first batch of the same structure polymer performed so much better has not yet been determined.

A possible explanation could be the incomplete functionalization of the benzotriazole monomer with diethylamine. NMR-measurements of the monomer proves no residual 6-bromohexyl residues, however. The polymer could possibly have degraded, but the tertiary amine structure is fairly stable and the polymer was stored at room temperature in the dark. Another possibility could be a contaminant, which could interact with the free electron pair of the amine. This would explain the batch-to-batch-variation, but no such contaminant has been found. In any case, these results indicate that the application of amino-containing polymers as active layers for solar cells is not so promising. Further study is needed to fully understand the reasons for their poor performance.
5. Organic Electrochromics

5.1. Background

Electrochromic properties signify the ability of a material to change color when it gains or loses one or more electrons. The name electrochromism was first coined by John R. Platt in 1961 when it was theorized that strong electric fields could shift the absorption of a dye. Early studies found the property in the dye Prussian Blue in 1978. Since then, the property has been found in a vast array of molecules, often with transition metals or viologens. Electrochromism is also fairly common in the polymers commonly used for other organic electronics applications. Conjugated polymers can be used for electrochromic devices in which they have similar benefits as for other applications, such as solution processability, customizable molecular design, and flexible mechanical properties. Conjugated polymers, with their high absorption coefficients, require a very thin layer of materials to absorb much of the incoming light. This means a small current can be used for oxidation/reduction of the thin layer, leading to energy efficient devices.

A polymer called PITN, previously mentioned in chapter 1.3, was used to investigate the quinoidal structure and its influence on narrowing the band gap. The same polymer was also influential in developing the understanding of electrochromism in conjugated materials, so called electrochromic polymers (ECP). It was also the first report of a transparent conducting polymer, since it turned almost completely transparent upon oxidation. This study had a detailed structural analysis of the PITN films using TEM, from which they drew the conclusion that the rate limiting factor of electrochromic switching was the diffusion of dopant counter ions into the polymer structure.

Since most conjugated polymers serve as electron rich materials which can be easily oxidized for an electrochromic transition, this will be the focus of this section. Over the last decade, the amount of publications on conjugated polymers used for electrochromic applications have increased dramatically, and the DA structure commonly used in OPV polymers has proven to be useful for electrochromics as well. The mechanism behind the color change comes from the formation of radical cations and dications, called polarons and bipolarons, which lead to conformational changes in the polymer and the formation of polaron and bipolaron states in the band gap decrease the $\pi-\pi^*$ absorption energy. This effect is illustrated in Figure 5.1. As
with OPVs, most polymers used are electron rich, meaning they work best as p-doped materials. There are few examples of n-doped conjugated polymers for organic electrochromics (OEC), but it is not unheard of.[161]

**Figure 5.1.** a) Schematic formation of polarons and bipolarons in poly(thiophene) b) Suggested new band structures formed by the polarons and bipolarons.

If the neutral polymer absorbs light in the visible region, the new low energy absorption bands formed upon n-doping or p-doping is often shifted into the near-IR or IR-region and thus much more optically transparent. For many applications the goal is to go from colored to transparent. Therefore, polymers with large band gaps with absorption in the blue region need a large redshift from around 400 nm to over 700 nm. A common consequence of this is that residual absorption in the visible region give blue-tinted transparent transparency, which is especially common for yellow polymers. The first polymer exhibiting orange color to transparent was published in 2010 and was a major step towards completing the electrochromic colored to transparent spectrum.[162] The year after, the palette was completed with the addition of yellow to clear, also by the Reynolds group.[163-164] Due to the relatively high potential of 1.1 V for complete switching, the polymer is unsuitable for use in blends with other polymers since overoxidation significantly decreases the lifetime. For this reason, more work needs to be done to reduce yellow polymers’ oxidation potential, while keeping the coloration before and after oxidation intact.[165]

The term spectral engineering has become more important with the advent of OECs.[166] While the shape of an absorption spectrum is relevant for OPVs, the main goal is a high absorption coefficient in the correct region for the device structure. This is not the case for OECs, however, where the visual color is often the desired property. Therefore the term spectral engineering
was coined, to describe the tuning of the absorption spectra for a desired coloration. This has become more relevant for OPVs as well, with the rise in popularity of all-PSCs and SMAs, where it is important to minimize the spectral overlap between the two components. Conjugated polymers have a characteristic double peak absorption where a short wavelength absorption often ends up in the UV-region and the longer wavelength one in the middle of the visible region.\cite{166}

Overlap between organic electrochromics and photovoltaics

There seems to be a significant overlap in the design of conjugated molecules for applications of electrochromics and organic photovoltaics. In part, that depends on the suitable energies needed to place a chromophore in the visible part of the spectrum. The small band gap polymers often require fairly low potentials for oxidation with the associated color change. The rich library of available materials, combined with the relative ease of characterizing the polymers for electrochromic properties give a favorable situation where plenty of materials can be screened. There are also obvious similarities when it comes to the other components used in electrochromic devices, such as ITO and substrates, due to the transparency requirements. These factors, as well as the shared molecular design elements give a significant overlap with the field of organic photovoltaics. This is also reflected in the same influential research groups publishing in both fields, as well as other neighboring ones like OLED, OEC and OPD.

5.2. Spectroelectrochemistry

The term spectroelectrochemistry refers to the use of spectroscopy \textit{in situ} inside an electrochemical cell. This method can be applied in many potential setups to measure a wide variety of material properties.\cite{167} The study of the kinetics in optical switching is called chronoabsorptometry. This is usually performed by identifying the position of maximum optical contrast between neutral and charged states, which is commonly found at an absorbance maximum and applying cyclic or square waves. A polymer presented in chapter 6 has overlapping absorption in neutral and oxidized states, which led to a new absorption band at 705 nm being chosen instead. The measurement is then done by monitoring the specified wavelength over time, while performing cycles or square waves of electrochemical transitions. Longer cycles of tens of seconds are often used initially, to verify complete optical transition. The cycles are then shortened until the polymer does not have time to properly transition for each cycle and the proportion of transmittance reached in faster cycles is compared to slower cycles. A schematic representation of the response of a polymeric material can be seen in Figure
5.2, in which a square wave potential is applied (a)). The electrochemical response (b)) is very fast upon switching, gradually approaching no faradic current produced as more of the polymer has been oxidized or reduced. The optical response (c)) is similar but approaches the maximum or minimum optical density as more polymer is oxidized or reduced.

Figure 5.2. Schematic representation of the a) applied potential square waves and resulting b) electrochemical and c) optical response

An important factor to consider when performing spectroelectrochemistry is the film thickness. It has been shown that film thickness directly affects optical contrast, and for a quinoxaline polymer the maximum contrast was found when the absorbance was around 0.7-0.9.\textsuperscript{[168]} A common aim is around 1 absorbance.\textsuperscript{[165]} The most important material properties of an ECP is the color, electrochromic contrast, electrochromic switching rate and the stability of the material. There are several more important factors that can be measured, which include coloration efficiency, reflectance and the optical memory of the material.

Coloration

The band gap is not the main focus of electrochromic materials, but instead the coloration. This means an aesthetically pleasing combination of hue, saturation and intensity is the target. A way to measure the coloration has been developed which is not dependent on subjective analysis by eye. This method is the colorimetric analysis, introduced by Reynolds \textit{et al.} in 2000.\textsuperscript{[169]} Due to the need for both quick color comparison and information of color change, a coordinate system where before and after color transition can be marked was developed. The \(L^*a^*b^*\) system is very commonly used in fields with color focus, in which the values are where \(L\) is the luminance and \(a^*b^*\) the color coordinates. These values can be calculated from the CIE 1931 color space diagram, exemplified in Figure 5.3, which instead uses the trimulus value \(Y_{xy}\), where \(Y\) is a percentage of luminance compared to the background luminance \(Y_0\):

\[
Y(\%) = 100 \times \frac{Y}{Y_0} \tag{5.1}
\]
The x and y values signify the coordinates on the diagram. The relative luminance of a material affects in how bright a material is experienced, which affects the color experience. Compared to the $L^*a^*b^*$ system, the $Yxy$ has the advantage that the color of mixtures can be directly calculated from it. The use of a simple coordinate system is very beneficial for descriptive power and a color change following an oxidation or reduction can be readily described.

**Figure 5.3.** CIE 1931 color diagram with a hypothetical color change following an oxidation. The $Yxy$ values can be measured using a colorimeter. The colorimeter eliminates some error sources as compared to an ordinary spectrophotometer, since it can vary illumination conditions and is calibrated to take the eyesight into account when measuring a color change.

**Electrochromic Contrast**

The electrochromic contrast is another primary figure of merit of an OEC. The electrochromic contrast is generally reported as the difference in transmittance ($\Delta T\%$) at a specific wavelength. The wavelength chosen is often the point of maximum contrast, which is generally, but not always, the absorption maximum. The transmittance $T$ is defined as the light transmitted through the material divided by the incident light:
\[ T = \frac{I}{I_0} \]  

(5.2)

Which is related to the absorbance, according to the Beer-Lambert law (Eq. (1.6)) as:

\[ A = \log_{10} \frac{I_0}{I} = \log_{10}(T) \]  

(5.3)

**Switching Rate**

The electrochromic contrast is important, but the switching rate is also an important property. Not all applications require very fast switching, such as eyewear or switchable windows, but it is critical for display-purposes. The switching rate can be defined as the time it takes for an electrochrome to switch from one redox state to another.\[170\] The switching rate is far less straightforward to compare than other figures of merits of OECs, due to diffusion dependence and differences in setups used to measure it. Since the film morphology and thickness is influential, the exact preparation of the film affects the measurement and factors such as solution concentrations, deposition method, temperature used and substrate can affect the measurement. This means measurements with different experimental setups might produce widely variable results, so literature values are not completely reliable in all cases.

**Stability**

The electrochemical stability of the polymers used for electrochromic applications is of critical importance. Measuring the electrochemical stability can be done by repeated square waves or cyclical waves to a completed redox transition and back again. Preferably over 10 000 cycles, which requires an inert atmosphere and anhydrous electrolyte solutions. One mode of long-term degradation that has been found is unsubstituted phenylene and thiophene groups that cause crosslinking over redox-cycles, which reduces contrast.\[165\] The use of overpotential is a source of degradation which can be problematic in polymer blends with different oxidation potentials.\[171-172\]

**Optical Memory**

The ability to retain a redox state after the external field is switched off is called the optical memory. This factor is important for applications such as nonemissive displays, where a high optical memory can enable very low power consumption. Though it might not completely remove the power consumption at a set color since a refreshing pulse can be required to keep coloration, it will still require far less energy than an emissive display.
5.3. Electrochromic devices

Organic Electrochromic Devices (OED) come in several device structures and shapes for a wide variety of applications where non-emissive coloration is desirable. They have been applied to the passenger-controlled dimmable windows in the new Boeing 787 Dreamliner, in tunable sunglasses and various other applications.\[152,173-174\] Another application which relies on low-power consumption might be sun-powered calculators, passive screens or other simple displays.\[175\] Conjugated molecules share some of the same advantages for electrochromic devices as they do for OPVs. They are light-weight, cheap to produce, solution processable etc. Early iterations of inorganic electrochromic materials relied on passive light switching from sunlight or other light sources, which is a quite slow process and can take minutes. By contrast, most OECs can switch coloration within seconds. They also have a relatively high optical contrast. Due to the solution processability of OEC polymers, electrochromic devices can be made with several methods, such as slot-die coating, bar coating, spray coating, inkjet printing, screen printing and rotary screen printing.\[153\]

The device architecture varies depending on the application, for obvious reasons. The simplest case is an absorption/transmission ECD, often consisting of two polymers for complementary absorption.\[170\] Another example is a reflective ECD, which has slightly more complex device structures. When producing absorption/transmission ECDs, a critical component is the transmittance of all components in the device stack. Often, this is achieved by flanking the absorbing layer with ITO as both anode and cathode, due to its exceptional transmittance, which is hard to match with other metal oxides. The entire device needs to be well sealed as well, to prevent moisture or oxygen migrating into the device, which drastically decrease the lifetime of the device.\[175\] The dual ECP setup is used to maximize the optical contrast by having one
cathodically coloring polymer and one anodically coloring coloring polymer, where they complement each other’s absorption. Another important reason is that a balanced redox pair is required for long-term stability of the device.\[176\] This poses additional material design problems, however, since they need to be electrochromically active in the same potential window.

Another use of ECPs is in reflective devices. This makes use of the high wavelength broad absorption of ECPs in the oxidized states, which extend far into the IR-region. One report states absorption between 2.5 µm to 45 µm.\[177\] These unique properties enable very efficient reflective screens for temperature control applications and has been suggested to fill a previously unfilled material property niche for use in spacecraft applications.\[177\] The device stack is similar, but has some differences. One difference is that the bottom ECP does not necessarily need to be strongly colored in the potential region, but can instead act as an electrochemical charge storage. This is significantly easier to find suitable candidates for, when the optical properties are not critical. In the device stack shown in Figure 5.4, which was first presented in a patent by Chandrasekhar in 1999, the top electrode was gold coated mylar which was patterned to allow ion transport.\[178\] This highly flexible device reached reflectance of 55% in the visible region and over 80% in the NIR region, while losing less than 20% contrast after 10 000 cycles.

The advances in PECs the last few years has led to increasing research into device fabrication for display applications as well. The possibility of using masks for patterning and solvent deposition of the polymer using spray coating or other methods enable fast production of devices. One successful example of a functional device produced was published in 2015, where a simple display with a digital and temperature, as well as logo of the company sponsoring partnering with the researchers.\[175\] The devices proved highly stable after sealing and tens of thousands of oxidation cycles yielded low loss of transparency. An interesting detail noticed was that the finer details of the logos degraded faster, while the larger elements of the display was stable even above 200 000 cycles. They also saw that the long-term stability was improved by using a lower potential with slower switching speeds.
6. Synthesis and characterization of Electrochromic Polymers

The following chapter is based on Paper IV and Paper V, which both treat polymers made for electrochromic devices. One set of polymers shared the IDTT donor unit, which has previously been used in polymers for both OPVs and organic light-emitting cells.\cite{93,179-181} The last polymer presented was an anthraquinone-based polymer. All polymers turned out to have favorable properties for electrochromics, where the IDTT set exhibited high stability and fast kinetics, coupled with respectable optical contrast. The anthraquinone-polymer, on the other hand, was fairly unstable but with exceptional initial contrast which quickly reduced. Several of the IDTT polymers would likely be viable for OEC applications without further improvements, while the anthraquinone polymer requires further study to see if other subunits could stabilize it. The chemical composition of all five polymers presented in the chapter are shown in Scheme 6.1.

Scheme 6.1. Chemical composition of a) the four IDTT based polymers and b) the Anthraquinone-based polymers.

6.1. Background

The electron rich IDTT-block has become popular within the fields of OPV and OLED due to its suitable energy levels, high degree of chemical stability and fairly simple synthesis. It has been used in SMAs for OPV with great success, where some of the best performances has been with an A-D-A motif molecule called ITIC, shown in Figure 2.6. In chapter 5, the concept of absorption/transmission electrochromic devices, which require wide absorption covering the whole visible spectra or electrochemical compatibility with a complementary absorbing
polymer. The homopolymer PIDTT shown in Scheme 6.1 has a narrow band absorption, so to use the toolbox of spectral engineering, the IDTT unit was combined with three different electron deficient units. One was conventional TBT-block (PIDTT-TBT) and the other two had the thiophenes replaced with silolo[3,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophene (PIDTT-SBS) instead, with the last polymer bearing dodecyloxy side chains on the BT unit (PIDTT-SBRs). The final polymer shown in Scheme 6.1 b) is based on anthraquinone and benzodithiophene and is named PTAq. The anthraquinone is an acceptor unit which has been reported rarely in other organic semiconductor applications, but is relatively common in dye preparation both for its stability and ease of synthesis.\(^{[182]}\) The benzodithiophene combined with the anthraquinone is a very common electron rich unit.

### 6.2. Synthesis

Most of the monomers used for the IDTT polymers were bought from commercial vendors and SBS and SBRS were synthesized in our laboratory for a separate publication in 2018.\(^{[181]}\) Thus the only synthesis performed for this work was the polymerization reactions summarized in Scheme 6.2. All four of the copolymers use Stille couplings as polymerization reaction, with the IDTT-Sn block and a brominated D-A-D monomer. In the case of the homopolymer PIDTT, the brominated monomer was also an IDTT-unit.
Scheme 6.2. Synthesis of the four polymers PIDTT, PIDTT-TBT, PIDTT-SBS and PIDTT-SB₉S.

The complete synthesis of PTAq is shown in Scheme 6.3. PTAq was synthesized from the commercial stannylated BDT monomer 5 with the locally produced brominated monomer 4. The complete synthesis path is illustrated in Scheme 6.3. Monomer 4 was made from the commercial compound 1 which was diazotized and then quenched with CuBr₂. The dibrominated compound was then coupled with an alkylated, stannylated thiophene using a Stille coupling. The resulting compound was brominated using NBS to yield monomer 4 at a total yield of 8.1%. Since the limiting step was the first one, with a low yield of 19%.
The polymerization with the two monomers was a Stille Cross Coupling polymerization. The reaction took place in anhydrous toluene, with Pd$_2$dba$_3$ as catalyst and P(o-tolyl)$_3$ as ligand. The reaction was heated to 90 °C for 5 hours, when the solution was viscous. The polymer was precipitated from methanol, redissolved in chloroform and stirred in an aqueous complexing agent solution overnight. The chloroform solution was then thoroughly washed with distilled water and the polymer was once again precipitated from methanol. Soxhlet extraction was used to purify the polymer using methanol, hexane, diethyl ether and chloroform. The polymer was finally precipitated from methanol a third time, filtered and dried. The yield was 96.5% and the polymer was a brick red solid.

6.3. Results and Discussion

The absorption spectra associated with the four IDTT polymers’ electrochromic transitions are shown in Figure 6.1 with small inserts of the actual colors of the films. All four polymers show a double peak absorption pattern in the visible region when neutral. In the case of PIDTT, the absorption pattern is far narrower compared to the other three polymers. This is due to the homopolymer structure giving a wider $E^{opt}$ and thus a higher excitation energy barrier and narrower absorption.[51,183] Generally, the commonly observed double peak pattern in donor-acceptor systems is attributed to two different modes of charge transfer. The high energy, short wavelength absorption band corresponds to the $\pi-\pi^*$ excitation. The lower energy, longer wavelength absorption band corresponds to the intrachain charge transfer between. The difference in absorption is also observed in the photos. PIDTT has a bright red color when neutral but the other three have purple to brown or even black colors, depending on the film thickness when the photos were taken. When external potential is applied to the film, the absorption peaks in the visible region quickly starts reducing in intensity and is more or less
extinguished at a potential of around 0.8 V for all four polymers. Instead, new even lower energy absorption bands form in the near infrared region between 700 nm and 1000 nm. The same trend as before between PIDTT and the other three polymers was observed where PIDTT had a higher energy peak, with a maximum just above 700 nm while the others peak at above 800 nm. A commonly sought after feature in electrochromic materials is a colored to transparent color change, which means four of these polymers show suitable absorption spectra both before and after oxidation. PIDTT has a well-defined red to transparent coloration, which could be suitable for display applications. The other three polymers with their broad absorbance covered most of the visible spectra. With absorption/transparent-applications in mind, the PIDTT-SBS might be too purple in the neutral state, but the other two copolymers could be suitable without the need for a complementary polymer.

Figure 6.1. Electrochromic spectra of a) PIDTT b) PIDTT-TBT c) PIDTT-SBS and d) PIDTT-SBrS with photo cut-out at 0 V and 0.8 V.

The absorption spectra of PTAq, shown in Figure 6.2 is significantly more blue-shifted than the IDTT-series, with neutral absorption maxima at 345 nm and 435 nm. Part of this might be explained by the relatively weak electron acceptor anthraquinone not narrowing the band gap very much, resulting in an \( E_{\text{ec}} \) of 2.26 eV. The significant absorption in the UV and blue region yielded a bright, fluorescent yellow color which was very aesthetically pleasing. When
oxidized, this turned into a deep green color. The commonly seen pattern for ECPs is that the absorption maximum red-shifts several hundred nanometers which was also observed, with a new local maximum at 705 nm. In this case, however, a new absorption maximum formed at 473 nm as well. Without this new absorption maximum the polymer would be blue-tinted transmissive, but instead it turned dark green.

Figure 6.2. UV-Vis absorption spectra at potentials ranging from 0 V to 1.2 V and inset with the visual color change from 0 V to 1 V.

The kinetic properties of the polymers were measured by square wave potentials of 0.6-0.8 V for the IDTT polymers and up to 1.0 V for PTAq. The steps were 10 s, 2.5 s, 1 s and 0.5 s long alternating with 0 V steps of the same length. This measurement is designed to show several factors, such as the stability of the transmission level both in neutral and oxidized states, the speed of transmission, shown by the shape of the steps and also by how much of the ΔT% is retained in the faster step cycles. The results for the IDTT polymers are shown in Figure 6.3.
Generally, the homopolymer PIDTT performed better in the kinetic measurements, compared to the three IDTT-copolymers. The 10 s cycles showed large electrochromic contrast with fast switching and could reach the characteristic plateau within a few seconds of oxidation, yielding satisfactory ‘squareness’ without any noticeable loss in contrast over the measurements. The loss in $\Delta T\%$ in the 2.5 s cycles was minimal, and the one-second cycles kept more than half of the transmittance. PIDTT-SBS was balanced with decent squareness in the 10 s cycles, with $\Delta T\%$ of roughly 50%. The 2.5 s cycles retained 40%, 1 s cycles 20% and 0.5 s cycles 10%. Far above that of PIDTT. PIDTT-SbRS had interesting kinetic performance. The initial $\Delta T\%$ was lower than PIDTT-SBS and PIDTT-TBT, with only about 38%, but the 2.5 s cycles showed no reduction at all. The reduction first came with the 1 s cycles which gave 20% and 0.5 around 10%. For the last polymer, PIDTT-TBT, the initial $\Delta T\%$ was 45%, going down to 40%, 22% and 10% for the faster cycles. Well worth noting is that all three IDTT-based copolymers PIDTT-SBS, PIDTT-TBT and PIDTT-SbRS show very stable levels after the measurements with a total of over 60 oxidation cycles.
Since the absorption maximum is generally the point of maximum electrochromic contrast as well, this is generally the wavelength chosen for switching speed measurements. Due to the overlapping high energy absorption before and after oxidation of PTAQ, the new low energy absorption peak that forms upon oxidation was chosen instead. The wavelength of this peak is 705 nm. The switching speed measurements are shown in Figure 6.4. The initial cycle showed a massive $\Delta T\%$ of 75%, going from very transmissive to almost completely nontransmissive very quickly. Unfortunately, the initial transmittance degraded over every cycle and seemed to stabilize at around 50% after several cycles. Still, this means a $\Delta T\%$ of around 45% with fast switching speed. A large portion of the contrast can be reached over the 2.5 s cycles, but the 1 s cycles were fast enough to reduce the $\Delta T\%$ to around 35%. This dropped even further in the fastest cycles down to around 25%. It has to be noted that not all applications require sub-second transitions, but instead a large electrochromic contrast.

![Figure 6.4. Transmittance kinetics at 705 nm with step potentials from 0 V to 1.0 V with step durations of 10 s, 2.5 s, 1 s and 0.5 s.](image)

To summarize, five polymers were synthesized and characterized for their electrochromic properties. The IDTT series contained four polymer with previously unreported structures for OEC applications. The IDTT unit is interesting since it has performed very well in OPVs. This gives rise to the question how many other well-performing OPV, OLED and OFET polymers
could be used in other, neighboring areas like OEC. As for applications, especially PIDTT-SBrS might be suitable for absorption/transmission applications with an absorption spectra with coalesced absorption maxima covering more or less the whole visible region (400 nm to 700 nm), which is mostly eliminated upon oxidation. On the other hand, PIDTT had exceptionally strong absorption and a very narrow absorption before oxidation which almost completely disappears. This in combination with impressive kinetic properties and stability make it a suitable red-colored ECP.

While the IDTT polymers showed great promise for use as ECPs, PTAq was far more limited. The polymer showed that the use of the anthraquinone conjugated polymers can give materials with large optical band gap properties and fast switching speeds. Unfortunately, the limited stability makes it unsuitable for any practical use. This leads to the conclusion that further study on this line of material development needs to be considered, with a focus on improving stability, due to the promise it holds.
7. Thermocleavable polymers

In this chapter Paper I will be treated. This paper, titled *Synthesis and Characterization of Isoindigo-Based Polymers with Thermocleavable Side Chains* was published in January 2018 in *Macromolecular Chemistry and Physics*. A common theme Paper I shares with Paper II and Paper III is the focus on side chain alteration of conventional backbone polymers. Many properties can be tuned simply by altering the side chains and in this paper, a series of isoindigo-based polymers with thermocleavable side chains were synthesized and are illustrated in Scheme 7.1.

![Scheme 7.1. Chemical composition of the five polymers.](image)

They were never applied in either OPVs or OECs, but the design principle has previously been used in OPVs elsewhere and the structures could be relevant for OECs as well. The polymers were characterized in depth to study the effect on thin films before and after cleaving of the side chains and the polymer with pure thermocleavable side chains was shown to effectively improve the thermal stability with regards to crystal growth and face separation when combined with PCBM.

7.1. Background

A critical component in organic semiconductor polymers is the side chains, as has been shown in previous chapters of this thesis. Extensive work on fine-tuning side chains on well performing polymers has been reported.[130-139,184] A general method that has been used is incorporating unstable side chains that can be removed using acid, UV-light or heat.[48,131,185-194]. Tertiary esters such as tert-butylxycarbonyl (t-BOC) has been used as such kind of side chains, which are quite unstable in either acidic conditions or when exposed to heat. BOC-protection was developed for synthesis of monosubstituted diimidium salt, as an alteration of the classic benzylxycarbonyl from early 20th century.[195-196] It cannot solve the problem it was developed for, but it proved useful in peptide synthesis. The structure can be used to
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produce materials with switchable properties, depending on what the functionality outside of the cleavable group is. The simplest case could be the inclusion of a longer alkyl chain, which upon removal renders the polymer less soluble or insoluble. Since it is simple to both add and remove from an amine, it serves the purpose well. The reaction uses di-tert-butyl dicarbonate and a catalytic base and adds the t-BOC group to two amines per molecule of the dicarbonate.

In this work, we chose to utilize t-BOC on isoindigo as the electron poor unit in a DA polymer. Two monomers based on isoindigo were synthesized, one with the thermocleavable t-BOC group and one with conventional alkyl side chains. The synthesis of the monomers used for the five polymers in the P2TI-BOC-series presented in this paper was fairly simple. Both of the produced monomers were made in one step from the isoindigo core unit which has been widely used in OPV research for around a decade, since introduced by the Reynolds’ group and further popularized by Wang et al.\cite{44,197} It is less used in OPV applications recently due to other structures outperforming it, but is still an attractive choice due to the facile synthesis, cheap starting material and abundant available research on it.

### 7.2. Synthesis and Characterization

The first monomer, **M1**, was made by a simple alkylation reaction with potassium carbonate and 1-bromo-2-hexyldecane. This long and branched side chain gives a high degree of solubility to the otherwise fairly insoluble isoindigo unit. This sidechain has been used with isoindigo in several papers and seems to be a suitable choice.\cite{198} The reaction was performed in anhydrous DMF under inert atmosphere and overnight heating. The isoindigo core unit is weakly soluble in DMF before alkylation and due to the drastically increased solubility of the product, the main byproduct that needs to be removed is mono-alkylated isoindigo if the reaction has not gone to completion. This can easily be achieved over a silica column.
Scheme 7.2. Synthesis of the two isoindigo monomers used, where M1 is conventional and M2 bears the thermocleavable BOC-side chains.

The second monomer, M2, was made by BOC-protection the amine. The reaction is simple, but care needs to be taken with the reagent di-tert-butyl dicarbonate, since it is very toxic by inhalation. The isoindigo core unit 1 was placed in a carefully cleaned and dried flask together with dimethylamino pyridine and di-tert-butyl dicarbonate. The solids were put under vacuum for half an hour, after which anhydrous THF was added. No heating was required, but careful heating could probably have increased the low yield, since the reaction can give very high yields. The product was not stable in acid and was accidentally destroyed on weakly acidic silica, and thus had to be purified over neutral alumina instead.

The polymerization reactions used various ratios of M1 and M2 together with the commercial monomer M3. The reactions are summarized in Scheme 7.3. The reactions performed were Stille polycondensations, which have been described earlier in this thesis. The temperature used for the polymerization was 100 °C, which the monomer had been shown to be stable at.
Scheme 7.3. Synthesis of thermocleavable sidechain containing polymers.

The polymers synthesized are named after the components they contain. P2TI is made only from M1 and M3 and thus contains no thermocleavable t-BOC. P2TI-BOC on the other hand is made purely out of M2 and M3 and thus contains only thermocleavable sidechains on the isoindigo moiety. The three intermediate polymers P2TI-BOC10, P2TI-BOC20 and P2TI-BOC50 contain 10%, 20% and 50% of M1 to M2. This means the first and last polymers are alternating copolymers while the other three are random copolymers.

7.3. Results and Discussion

The polymers were characterized by a wide variety of methods, including UV-Vis, temperature dependent UV-Vis, FTIR, CV, TGA and DSC. The effect on film morphology when thermally cleaved was studied in blends with PC71BM and analyzed using solubility testing, TEM and AFM.

Figure 7.1. a) TGA analysis of the five polymers. b-f) DSC measurements of the five polymers.
Since the purpose of the polymers was to investigate the influence of the thermal cleavage of the side chain, both TGA and DSC was used to study the thermal properties of the polymers. The curves from both TGA and DSC is shown in Figure 7.1. The thermal degradation looks like expected, with two step degradations for the four polymers with $t$-BOC. The first degradation seems proportional, with P2TI-BOC50 losing roughly half the weight compared to P2TI-BOC. Both P2TI-BOC10 and P2TI-BOC20 lose just a few percent initially, which is reasonable. As seen in Table 7.1 the calculated theoretical weight loss corresponds quite well to the experimental values. The DSC curves confirm this trend with an increasing peak of heat flow around 200 °C which is not repeated on the second cycle. The molecular weights, also presented in Table 7.1, can tell the careful reader a few things. Since the ratio of monomers needs to be very precise to produce high molecular weight polymers, the random copolymers all have reduced molecular weights compared to the alternating copolymers due to the three monomers weighed up compared to two for the others. It is generous to call P2TI-BOC50 a polymer at all, since the molecular weight is closer to an oligomer. This means the monomers were most likely improperly weighed up, which was later confirmed.

**Table 7.1.** Molecular weights and thermal degradation of copolymers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>polymer</th>
<th>$M_n$ (kDa)</th>
<th>$M_w$ (kDa)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>$T_{d1}^{1a}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{d2}^{2a}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>weight loss$^b$ (%)</th>
<th>weight loss$^c$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P2TI</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2TI-BOC10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2TI-BOC20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2TI-BOC50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2TI-BOC</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^aT_{d1}$ = Temperature of the first decomposition; $^bT_{d2}$ = Temperature of the second decomposition; $^b$Theoretical weight loss of the $t$-BOC side chain; $^c$Experimental weight loss observed

Optical properties of the polymers were studied using common UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy as well as temperature dependent UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy. The results are shown in Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.2. left) UV-Vis spectra of the five polymers in solution, film and annealed films. right) Temperature Dependent UV-Vis spectra of the polymers in chloroform solution at temperatures between 20 °C and 80 °C.
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Due to the similarity of the structures, the absorption spectra of the polymers look generally very similar. Some minor differences such as red shift may be due to the deviation of the molecular weights of the polymers. A larger molecular weight leads to longer conjugation lengths, smaller band gap and thus a wider absorption spectrum. In this case, the electron withdrawing t-BOC side chains seem to be more influential, however. The polymer with pure t-BOC side chains P2TI-BOC has a far higher absorption maximum of 642 nm in film, compared to the 596 to 610 nm for the other four polymers. This led to P2TI-BOC having the only significant deviation in optical band gap, with around 0.25 eV lower band gap compared to the other polymers. A similar pattern was observed in cyclic voltammetry measurements. The polymers show a common double peak pattern, with a short wavelength peak corresponding to the $\pi-\pi^*$ transition of the polymer backbone and the longer wavelength peak to the intramolecular interaction between the electron rich bithiophene spacers and the electron deficient isoindigo units.$^{[198]}$

Furthermore, a shoulder in the absorption can be observed in between the two maxima. The intensity of this shoulder decreases with increasing BOC-content before thermal treatment but increases after thermal treatment. This suggests the removal of the bulky t-BOC group enables increased aggregation and thus intermolecular interaction between the polymer chains. The temperature dependent UV-Vis absorption was performed to study the effect of aggregation on the absorption in solution. The measurements were performed from 20 °C to 80 °C. All the polymers exhibited slight blue shifts of around 5-10 nm over the temperature span, suggesting significant aggregation is present in solutions of the polymers at room temperature.$^{[199]}$

The electrochemical properties, measured by CV, was mostly similar between the five polymers. The voltammograms are presented in Figure 7.3. The largest deviation, as with the optical properties, was exhibited by P2TI-BOC. The reduction peak of this polymer was significantly earlier than the other polymers, indicating a deeper LUMO level and thus a narrower band gap.
The purpose of this study was to see how the thermal cleavage would affect the film morphology in blends with PCBM. To study this, both TEM and AFM were applied to films with 1:1 mass ratio between the polymers and PC61BM. The sample preparations for the two methods have some differences. For TEM, the films need to be transferred to thin TEM-compatible copper grids. To achieve this, the blends were dissolved in o-DCB and spin coated on top of PEDOT:PSS films. After drying, the films could then be cut into suitable squares, dipped into deionized water and fished up with copper grids. These could then be directly inserted into the TEM instrument. Since the AFM measurement is applied only on the surface of the samples, the same films for TEM could be used before the water transfer. Figure 7.4 shows representative images obtained from TEM (upper, in gray) and AFM (lower, black and gold) measurements for the films from the five polymer blends before and after thermal annealing. The films were thermally annealed for 10 minutes at 200 °C under nitrogen, which was enough to completely cleave the t-BOC side chains in films. As can be seen for P2TI, which has purely conventional side chains, the aggregates observed before annealing completely disappear out of frame after annealing in the TEM. The PCBM molecules likely created large microscale crystals and what is seen in f) is mostly polymer. While the effect is
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not as extreme in the AFM, severe coarsening takes place. The same trend can be seen for all three of the intermediate copolymers P2TI-BOC10, P2TI-BOC20 and P2TI-BOC50, but the large aggregates or crystals stay in the frame in the TEM micrographs. In AFM, the annealed films were quite similar to those of P2TI, with similar degrees of roughness on the surfaces. The most interesting thing happens in P2TI-BOC. Here, instead of severe coarsening, the aggregates seem to be stabilized. This could be an effect of the polymer turning insoluble, but hydrogen bonding likely has an important role as well, as shown by the FTIR measurements.

The results presented in this study suggests that BOC-protection can be used as a form of in situ crosslinking via hydrogen bonding, which should stabilize the films significantly at the very least from thermal changes over time. This result is encouraging, since PCBM aggregation and crystallization is a significant contributor to device degradation. The results for the random copolymers suggest that a large content of BOC-protection needs to be present to efficiently

**Figure 7.4.** a-j) TEM bright-field micrographs of the five polymers. a-e) Films without thermal annealing and f-j) with 200 °C annealing for 10 min. k-t) Tapping mode AFM of 2x2 µm for the five polymer blends. k-o) show the polymer blends before annealing and p-t) after annealing at 200 °C for 10 min.
stabilize the films. This study provided a useful strategy to develop polymers for morphologically stable films with the potential application in solar cells.
8. Conclusion and Outlook

In this thesis, the work from five articles and manuscripts have been presented with a focus on solar cells, electrochromics and design of conjugated polymers with functional side chains. While the applications have varied from photovoltaic charge generation, work function tuning of metal:organic interfaces to passive coloration, the materials have all been fairly similar structurally. Superficially, the chemical structures look different, but are based on the few design rules discussed in the introductory chapters of this thesis. The polymers were also all synthesized with just a couple of polymerization reactions with the same catalysis system. This proves the incredible versatility of organic electronics and promise a bright future of the class of semiconducting materials.

The field of organic photovoltaics has made massive advancements in the last decade, where the record performances have just about doubled. At this rate of improvement, the technology is reaching maturity quickly but there are still challenges to overcome which do not involve the top-line performances, but instead to minimize the environmental impacts of the technology. This is critical if the selling point of a cheap, easily replaced solar cell is supposed to be considered a “green energy source”. To this end, we wanted to make green solvent processable solar cells, where the active layer could be processed with water/alcohol mixtures. The resulting polymers included tertiary amine side chains which enabled solubility in weakly acidic methanol/water mixtures. They were characterized and one was found to produce a stable current with a final PCE of around 1%. The reason why has yet to be discovered, but could be an important piece in the way to produce well performing solar cells.

Due to the relatively immature field of all-PSCs, we wanted to make a series of cathode interfacial layers to study if the old design rules for polymer:fullerene solar cells were still valid for all-PSCs. Using similar synthesis and molecular units from the tertiary amine pendant group polymers, four polymers aimed at the cathode interlayer were produced and tried in all-PSCs. The produced devices showed a striking similarity in performance with the conventional inorganic counterparts they were compared to. The conclusion drawn from this paper was that the same design rules could be used for all-PSCs as well. This is encouraging since organic solar cells have proven quite complex and many factors are codependent on others, so changing one component might sometimes require significant changes in others as well.
With the recent advances in the field of organic photovoltaics in mind, it seems that previous assumptions about the efficiency limits of the systems were incorrect and we might soon pass 18% efficiencies. This level of efficiency is above what is strictly needed for commercial prospects for OPVs, since the selling points of OPVs are mainly other factors than efficiency such as flexibility and cheap large scale production with a low energy payback time. When it comes to mass production of large-area OPVs, there are technical bottlenecks to be overcome. The OPV field need to be able to translate lab-scale, clean room produced, 1×1 mm devices into roll-to-roll printing (or equivalent scale) of large-area solar cells without drastic loss of performance.

In parallel with the field of OPVs, the electrochromic properties of conjugated materials have been studied. Many of the same molecular designs used for OPVs has turned out to produce ECPs with favorable properties as well, with regards to coloration, electrochromic contrast, switching speeds and electrochemical stability. The IDTT polymers presented in this thesis, with the possible exception of PIDTT, could perform reasonably well in OPVs with their broad absorption and stable structure if a suitable acceptor molecule could be matched with them. Their electrochromic properties were very favorable with large electrochromic contrasts, fast switching speeds and high stability. These results were very encouraging, since the stability of the material is a critical property for future commercialization. This leads to the conclusion that the IDTT-block is very suitable for developing ECPs and further studies could attempt to develop new ECPs by combining IDTT with other electron deficient units in order to produce polymers with more defined coloration.

In the case of electrochromic polymers, it seems like the main hurdles in engineering suitable materials covering the whole color spectrum has been solved already. This leaves the field open for further, iterative research improving the materials in other ways needed for commercialization. As mentioned in chapter 5.1, there are already commercial OEC devices, but they are generally for black/gray to transparent applications like windows or eyewear, which is achieved with blends with complementary absorption. Future applications making use of the full spectrum could be exciting vibrantly colored passive coloration displays, using just a fraction of the energy required to drive OLED-screens. Using ECPs as display-materials has been proposed, but not as much used. Conventional non-emissive displays use completely different technologies and are mostly grayscale. With the large recent advances in OECs, non-emissive displays are getting within reach and commercialization is getting closer. Further research into producing vibrantly colored, highly stable devices is needed.
Overall, the flexibility of these organic semiconductors, particularly conjugated polymers, has proven to be immense. In some markets they might fill niches, they can be a cheap, flexible and light-weight alternative but will not likely have the high-end performance compared to other established technologies. In other markets they have unique, so far unmatched properties, such as switchable IR-reflector panels. There will likely be more applications for conjugated polymers in the future, since the molecular design rules developed are somewhat transferrable between different purposes. They might serve as polymer electrolytes in liquid flow batteries. They might serve as biocompatible sensors implanted in the skin. The possibilities are endless!
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